This critical review focuses on recent advances in the bio-inspired synthesis of metal nanomaterials (MNMs) using microorganisms, viruses, plants, proteins and DNA molecules as well as their applications in various fields. Prospects in the design of bio-inspired MNMs for novel applications are also discussed.
Introduction

Definition of bio-inspired synthesis
A number of fascinating advances, technologies and possibilities have emerged in recent years in the burgeoning field of nanotechnology. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] As building blocks, nanomaterials (NMs)
can play a vital role in nanotechnology due to their remarkably different properties as compared to their bulk counterparts. 6 Metal nanomaterials (MNMs) including common nanoparticles (NPs), nanoclusters (NCs, o2 nm), nanowires (NWs) and related nanostructures have received tremendous attention owing to their unique catalytic, electrical, magnetic and thermal properties. 2, 7 ''Top-down'' and ''bottom-up'' approaches in nanotechnology 8 are also generally applicable to the fabrication of MNMs. However, in contrast to ''top-down'' approaches, ''bottom-up'' protocols enable a comparatively flexible and inexpensive preparation, being consequently more intensively investigated in recent years. 8, 9 MNMs have long existed in natural environments. Some metal ions might be adsorbed and further reduced to elemental metals by microorganisms, plants, biomass, etc. Inspired by the biological paradigm for the formation of MNMs, bio-inspired syntheses have emerged as innovative and alternatively attractive synthetic protocols for MNMs. Seminal reports on bioinspired synthesis date back to the late 90s when Ag and Au NPs were prepared from Pseudomonas stutzeri AG259 10 and alfalfa plant biomass, 11 respectively. Along with microorganisms and plants, viruses, 12 proteins 13 and DNA 14 have also become potentially useful candidates for bio-inspired synthesis of MNMs. Herein, based on these biological candidates, bio-inspired synthesis encompasses a combined application of biological concepts, mechanisms and functions for the design and development of innovative bio-derived (nano)materials with a number of applications. [15] [16] [17] [18] Such combined application could be applicable to the synthesis or assembly of a wide range of inorganic NMs.
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Scope of the present review
Based on the scale of bio-inspired candidates, bio-inspired syntheses can be divided into two different types, namely synthesis using (1) biomatrices with sizes ranging from nanometers and microns to macroscale, e.g., microorganisms, live plants and viruses ((a) in Fig. 1 ) and (2) water soluble DNA, proteins or those biomolecules secreted or extracted from microorganisms and plants ((b) in Fig. 1 ). Biomatrices can bridge the gap between bulk materials and MNMs. As-synthesized MNMs may not be immobilized onto some support prior to application. Such matrices can consequently play the same role as supports ((a) in Fig. 1 ). As far as the synthesis with those soluble biomolecules is concerned, the resulting MNMs may be immobilized onto some support for further applications ((b) in Fig. 1 ). Herein, broadly speaking, supports include not only common catalytic supports but also substrates able to support bio-inspired MNMs.
The complex interaction between bio-inspired candidates, metal ions and MNMs has been the subject of intensive research efforts from chemical, biotechnological or chemical engineering communities in the past decade. The design of simple and useful bio-supported MNMs as well as interfacing bio-MNMs with diverse supports has attracted some attention for different applications in recent years. The present contribution has been 
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aimed at providing an overview of recent progress related to the bio-inspired synthesis of MNMs (mainly noble metals) from microorganisms, plants, microbial or plant biomass, viruses, proteins and DNA. The chemistry of the bio-metal-ions-MNM interfaces as well as applied interfaces of bio-MNMs or bioMNMs-support is critically reviewed in this work. Furthermore, prospects in the field of bio-inspired synthesis of MNMs have also been discussed. Recent overviews have touched upon these topics 26, 27 but not limited to MNMs. Readers are also kindly referred to related reviews exclusively focused on the synthesis of NMs using plant extracts.
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General mechanism of bio-inspired synthesis of MNMs
The basic mechanism of bio-inspired synthesis of MNMs differs from that of bio-inspired candidates. Microorganisms are ubiquitously present on earth. Live microorganisms host a significant array of metabolic reactions required for functions including nutrient processing, growth, and energy release. 33 The metabolic process of live microorganisms might be involved in the bioreduction of metal ions to reduce the toxicity of metal ions. Through the transport system, microbes can intracellularly accumulate metals ions. Metal ions can be reduced by various reducing species present inside microbes (i.e. on cell walls, etc.) 34 as well as extracellularly reduced by different metabolites. 35, 36 In contrast to live microorganisms, dead entities are not dependent on metabolic processes. Metal ions are bound by microbial cells which then provide preferential nucleation sites for MNM growth on their surface. Various functional groups including thiol, hydroxyl, carboxyl, imidazole, amino, guanidine and imino groups have been demonstrated to have high affinity to bind metal ions. 37 Upon reduction of metal ions (with microbial cells themselves or auxiliary reductants), MNMs are formed through nucleation and surface growth. As-synthesized MNMs can be entrapped or confined by the surface, often exhibiting an excellent stability. Similar to microorganisms, viruses usually provide binding sites for metal ions and nucleation sites for MNM formation in the presence (and even absence) of additional reducing agents. Though there are many coating protein molecules in wild-type (WT) viruses, some active groups embedded inside the viral matrices are not accessible to metal ions. 12 Certain essential procedures should be therefore adopted to condition WT viruses prior to their use for the synthesis of MNMs (i.e. surface modification) to promote the metallization of viruses by increasing their low affinity for metal precursors. 12, 39 The capsids of viruses can be modified by various strategies including charge and genetic modifications to provide uniform and precisely spaced binding sites for metal ions. 38 In some cases, auxiliary reductants are also required for the virus-templated synthesis of MNMs. Inspired by the bioremediation of heavy metals by plants, 40 live plants have emerged as an alternative candidate in MNM biosynthesis. 41 However, the general mechanism for the bioinspired synthesis of MNMs by live plants has not been fully understood. 41, 42 Water-soluble biomolecules from microbial or plant biomass generally play dual roles as reducing and protecting agents in bio-inspired syntheses. [43] [44] [45] Functional groups (e.g. hydroxyl groups) play reductive roles in the formation of MNMs while the strong interaction between biomolecules and MNMs leads to an excellent stablity of as-synthesized MNMs. 44, 45 For the protein-templated synthesis of MNMs, there are a significant number of chemical functional groups (such as -COOH, -SH, -NH 2 and -OH) on proteins providing different sites to bind a variety of metal ions. 46 Upon addition of metal ions into an aqueous protein solution, the protein molecules are able to rapidly bind and entrap metal ions. 13 The interactions between metal ions and functional groups can lead to conformational changes of proteins in aqueous solution. As a result, the hydrophobic residues of proteins can be exposed to outside aqueous phases which, due to changes in solution 
Chemistry of bio-inspired synthesis for MNMs
Microorganism-mediated synthesis
Microorganisms can be essentially classified as prokaryotic and eukaryotic. Bacteria and fungi represent prokaryotic and eukaryotic microorganisms as main bio-inspired candidates for the synthesis of MNMs. Live microorganisms not only exhibit complicated biological activity but also possess a complicated hierarchical structure. An increasing number of insights into metal resistance in the bioreduction process mediated by microorganisms have been recently achieved but have not been well addressed in currently available reviews. Metal NPs can be found in the periplasmic space, on the cell wall and outside the cells. It is believed that various enzymes take an active part in the bioreduction process of transporting electrons from certain electron donors to metal electron acceptors for different microorganisms,. 50, 51 The roles of enzymes as well as MNM formation have been extensively studied in recent years. Dead entities are comparably not dependent on metabolic processes with respect to living microorganisms. As previously mentioned, the surface structure in non-enzymatic alternatives provided an excellent biotemplating medium to grow MNMs. Cell-free extracts from microorganisms have also been utilized to prepare MNMs. Without microbial cells, the extracts are more flexible for shape/size control, downstream processing of MNMs and design of bio-microreactors. The synthesis of MNMs through enzymatic and non-enzymatic reduction corresponding to living and dead microorganisms, respectively, as well as cell-free extracts from microorganisms will be critically reviewed in the next sections.
3.1.1 Enzymatic reduction 3.1.1.1 Metal resistance. As noble metal ions are toxic to microorganisms, metal resistance in the microbial reduction of these metal ions should be considered. Both Ag(I) ions and Ag NPs are well known toxic elements to live microorganisms. However, Klaus et al. 10 employed Pseudomonas stutzeri AG259 in the preparation of Ag NPs. Ag-resistance can involve the formation and accumulation of Ag precipitates outside the cytoplasmic membrane, possibly accompanied by metal efflux and metal binding. 10 Mukherjee et al. 52 later reported the use of eukaryotic microorganisms Verticillium fungus (Verticillium sp.) in the intracellular synthesis of metal NPs. They showed that the toxic effects of Ag(I) could be minimized by reducing Ag(I) ions to elemental Ag NPs within the cells, which were alive and could further reproduce after reduction. 52 Ag NPs were also prepared via AgNO 3 reduction with Lactobacillus strains. 34 While the exact Ag-resistant mechanism was not elucidated in this work, further studies related to the extracellular formation mechanism of Ag NPs by Ag-resistant Morganella sp. demonstrated by three homologous genes silE, silP and silS were closely associated with Ag-resistance. 35 Several Ag-specific proteins were found to be secreted outside the cell during the growth and were suggested as being responsible for the reduction of Ag(I) ions and formation of Ag NPs in the extracellular microenvironment. 35 Interestingly, Ramanathan et al. 53 further proved that a kinetically controllable growth of Ag-resistant Morganella psychrotolerans could allow the fine-tuning of anisotropic Ag NPs. The silE protein-based Ag-binding machinery of bacteria was activated due to the exposure to Ag(I) ions, leading to the cellular uptake of Ag(I) ions. 53 Very recently, Lin et al. 54 also investigated the biosynthesis of Ag NPs upon reduction of Ag(I) ions by the periplasmic nitrate reductase c-type cytochrome subunit NapC in a Ag-resistant Escherichia coli (E. coli) under anaerobic conditions. Results showed that c-type cytochromes such as NapC located in the periplasm could reduce Ag(I) ions to Ag NPs (Fig. 2) . 54 Compared to Ag(I) ions, Au(III) ions are less toxic to microorganisms. For some microorganisms, Au(III) ions can be reduced to obtain Au NPs. Das et al. 55 demonstrated a comprehensive study on the characterization of bioreduction process of Au(III) ions in the fungus Rhizopus oryzae (R. oryzae) to form Au NPs. Growth of R. oryzae in the presence of sublethal Au(III) concentrations (130 mM) induced stress response proteins which were correlated with the biosynthesis of Au NPs. 55 At Au(III) concentrations of 4250 mM, the cellular ultrastructure was damaged due to Au toxicity and the biosynthesis of Au NPs was drastically suppressed. Au-specific genetic responses were further identified as two cytoplasmic proteins of B45 and B42 kDa likely responsible for the biosynthesis of Au NPs at Au(III) concentrations of o130 mM. An B80 kDa protein was comparatively proposed to serve as a capping agent for Au NPs and stabilized Au NP bioconjugates through electrostatic repulsion.
Very recently, Rösken et al. 56 examined the time-dependent growth of in vivo Au NPs in cyanobacteria Anabaena sp., when exposed to Au(III) ions at 0.8 mM. All microorganisms seemed to be dead after 8 days due to the incorporation of Au NPs. However, in some cases, Au(III) ions could not be completely reduced by microorganisms. Instead, the complete reduction of Au(III) ions required the input of electron donors as demonstrated in the rapid preparation of Au NPs by Shewanella algae (S. algae) ATCC 51181 using H 2 as electron donor (Au NPs formed in the periplasmic space). 57, 58 The microbial reduction of Pd(II) and Pt(IV) ions was reported to be conducted in the presence of an electron donor [59] [60] [61] [62] as in the recent reduction of Pd(II) ions by Desulfovibrio desulfuriacans (D. desulfuriacans) NCIMB 8307 in the presence of formate or hydrogen as the electron donor. 59 Pd NPs were unable to be generated by bacteria without the addition of an electron donor. Similarly, Pt NPs could be prepared using D. desulfuricans NCIMB 8307 and H 2 as electron donors. 60 Using sodium lactate as an electron donor, Pt NPs could also be prepared from S. algae ATCC 51181 61 and E. coli MC4100 62 (using H 2 as the electron donor).
Recently, Yates et al. 63 demonstrated that Pd NPs primarily formed outside the Geobacter sulfurreducens cells could reduce the toxicity of metal ions and allow the recovery of Pd NPs without cell destruction. However, the resistance of the related microorganisms against Pd(II) and Pt(IV) ions was little discussed; therefore it is unclear whether Ag or Au resistance is applicable to that of Pd(II) and Pt(IV) ions. As far as the resistance against other metals is concerned, a few reports are available for the microbial reduction. A recent demonstration pointed to the synthesis of stable Cu NPs by Ag-resistant Morganella morganii (M. morganii) RP42. 64 The authors claimed that Cu(II) ions were uptaken by M. morganii using the same/similar proteins involved in Ag(I) ion uptake from previous studies. 53 The resulting Cu NPs were then released into the media using the bacterial efflux system. Intracellular synthesis of metal NPs using fungi was first demonstrated by Mukherjee et al. 52, 65 A comprehensive study was conducted on the intracellular biomineralization mechanism of Au by zygomycete fungi R. oryzae. 55 The authors showed that the majority of Au(III) was transported into the cytoplasmic region where reduction to Au NPs took place facilitated by cytoplasmic proteins (i.e. metal reductases). The accumulation of spherical Au NPs inside the mycelial cells of L. edodes was also recently reported. 71 The results of enzyme assays showed that the intracellular phenol-oxidizing enzymes (laccases, tyrosinases, and Mn-peroxidases) were involved in Au(III) reduction to give electrostatically stabilized colloidal solutions. 71 Extracellular synthesis of metal NPs using fungi were also first reported by Mukherjee et al. 70 for the particular example of Au NPs which could be extracellularly synthesized by Fusarium oxysporum (F. oxysporum). Results also showed that F. oxysporum was able to release a large number of coenzyme (NADH)-based proteins to reduce Au(III). 70 Reductases were a class of characteristic enzymes of F. oxysporum, while intracellular or extracellular reduction of Au(III) could not be achieved by other strains such as F. moniliforme. Protein-bound Au NPs through the amino groups from cysteinyl acid residues and lysine residues provided Au NPs with long-term stability. These studies proved that the use of fungi has the added advantages of simplicity in processing and handling of biomass for extracellular synthesis. 70 Based on the same reduction mechanism, extracellular biosynthesis of Ag, 75 Au-Ag 76 and other NPs with F. oxysporum was further investigated at the National Chemical Laboratory of India. In recent years, the synthesis of MNMs using cell-free extracts from microorganisms also confirmed the reductive ability of some enzymes, which will be separately discussed. Studies of MNM formation and size control clearly demonstrated that cell walls of microorganisms usually provide binding sites for metal ions and preferential nucleation sites for the synthesis of MNMs in the presence of enzymes. In the intracellular synthesis of metal NPs, electrostatic interactions between Au(III) or Ag(I) ions and the charged groups (such as lysine residues) of enzymes within the cell wall of fungus Verticillium sp. can lead to entrapping of metal ions on the cell surface, where enzymes facilitated the reduction of metal ions to NPs. 52, 65 Similarly, Au(III) ions initially bound by the cell surface of R. oryzae could be reduced to intermediate Au(I)-protein complexes and eventually to Au NPs. 55 Bacterial cells were able to provide enzymes as reducing agents (with cells as nucleation sites to favor crystal growth) in the reduction of Pd(II) ions by D. desulfuricans NCIMB 8307 using formate or hydrogen as electron donors. 59 Very recently, a time-dependent study on Au NP growth using X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) pointed out that the formation of Au NPs started at the heterocyst polysaccharide layer (HEP) of heterocysts (HCs). 56 At longer times, the vegetative cells (VCs) were the most important area of synthesis. 56 Even after one day, the number of Au NPs inside the HCs as well as inside HEP was inferior as compared to that in VCs. 56 Microorganisms used for the extracellular synthesis of metal NPs need to be extensively screened. 77 Metal NPs were in most cases simultaneously produced intracellularly and extracellularly, with the associated challenges in controlling their particle size. Furthermore, microorganisms possess a hierarchical cell structure, which is essentially detrimental for the production of metal NPs with a narrow particle size distribution. Adjusting the synthetic conditions can potentially facilitate particle size control in MNM synthesis. As an example, the formation rate of intracellular Au NPs using two types of fungi (V. luteoalbum and Isolate 6-3) could be influenced by changes in pH value, reaction temperature, Au(III) concentration and reduction reaction time, affecting the size of Au NPs. 78, 79 A genetic approach to size control was recently proposed by Ng et al., 69 comparing the particle size of the extracellular NPs from WT Shewanella oneidensis and its mutant. Results showed that the mutant lacking outer membrane c-type cytochromes produced significantly smaller NPs with respect to WT. 69 3.1.2 Non-enzymatic reduction. The non-enzymatic reduction of metal ions to NPs based on dead cells has also received some attention in recent years. This approach is independent on the metabolic process of microorganisms [80] [81] [82] [83] and consequently different from enzymatic reduction. The protocol essentially entails a simple adsorption and reduction of metal ions on cell surfaces, which result in completely extracellular metal NPs.
Reported examples include the formation of Au NPs using Shewanella oneidensis through a fast biosorption but slow reduction process in the presence of an electron donor. 84 The reduction was claimed to be non-enzymatic as microorganism cells were killed at high Au precursor concentrations. 84 A similar study could yield Au NPs using dried yeast Pichia pastoris (P. pastoris) in the absence of electron donors. 37 The cell surface also exhibited high affinity for Au(III) species in aqueous solution. Au(III) ions were rapidly absorbed and slowly reduced to Au(0) by -NH 2 , -OH and other functional groups on the surface. As a result, as-synthesized Au NPs were tightly bound to the cell surface. In a separate study, the adsorption and reduction of Pd(II) ions by P. pastoris cells was also investigated. 85 Analogously to Au(III) ions, biosorption of Pd(II) ions was also rapid. However, Pd(II) reduction was comparatively very slow and incomplete, in good agreement with previous reports for the reduction of Pt(IV) ions with Bacillus megatherium D01 biomass. 86 The adsorption ability of the cells for Pd(II) ions was greatly enhanced after pretreatment with aqueous HCl, aqueous NaOH and methylation of amino groups. Nevertheless, even slower reduction rates were observed by pretreated P. pastoris cells as compared to untreated cells for the reduction of the Pd(II) ions. 85 Such observed slow reduction rates have also been one of the most important issues in the synthesis of Ag NPs. In this regard, various methodologies have been proposed to accelerate the reduction of Ag(I) ions (i.e. adjusting the pH of the reaction solution). 87 The biosorption and bioreduction of metal ions has been extensively studied by Lin et al. 82, 86, 90, 91 at Xiamen University, China. S. cerevisiae was demonstrated to have a remarkable affinity for Au(III) ions due to the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups (hydroxyl and carboxylate ion groups) on the cell wall. 90 Reduction of Au(III) ions to zero-valent Au was mainly affected by the free aldehyde group of the reducing sugars. 90 Using infrared spectrometry studies, polypeptides were proposed to be potentially activated by the intervention of Au(III) ions via the molecular reconformation and profoundly affected the course of Au(0) nucleation and crystal growth. 91 In the case of Pt(IV) ions bound by proteins on cell walls, polypeptide chains might change from b-folded to a-helical forms, with a-helical being potentially more advantageous than b-folded to prevent Pt NPs from aggregation. 86 The secondary constructions of proteins (e.g. a-helical, b-folded, etc.) and pores of the net-like structural polysaccharides on peptidoglycan layers of cell walls may play important roles in stabilizing Pt NPs and promoting the formation of uniform particles. 86 As a matter of fact, microbial biomass has been used to remove heavy metal ions from wastewater for a long time. The biosorption process is not simply the adsorption of metal ions onto the microbial biomass and may be accompanied by the reduction of metal ions. 50 For example, an interesting demonstration was reported by Salvadori et al., 92 who showed that the dead biomass of Rhodotorula mucilaginosa may be considered to be a fast and low-cost bioprocess for the formation of Cu NPs in which the biomass acted as a nano-adsorbent of Cu(II) ions in wastewater. 3.1.3 Reduction with cell-free extracts from microorganisms. Besides microorganisms, cell-free extracts from microorganisms have been used in the synthesis of MNMs. The use of cell-free extracts confers the advantage of flexible shape control of MNMs. For example, He et al. 93 used the cell-free extract of Rhodobacter capsulatus for the preparation of Au NWs. At higher Au(III) concentration conditions, quasi-spherical Au NPs easily cascaded to form curly Au NWs with wide diameter and length distributions. 93 Wadhwani et al. 94 showed that polyhedral Au NPs could be produced by mixing cell suspensions of Acinetobacter sp. SW 30 with HAuCl 4 solutions. Lee et al. 95 reported the use of recombinant E. coli cell extracts, a hydrogel polymer and a microdroplet based microfluidic device to fabricate a mass amount of artificial cellular bioreactors with uniform sizes and shapes as reactors to synthesize diverse metal NPs (Fig. 3) . The hydrogels were able to protect the encapsulated cell extracts from the surrounding environment and maintained the functionality of cellular components in cellular bioreactor applications. using E. coli cells. Au nanohorns could be also synthesized using the MSD approach with E. coli cells and cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC). 101 The interesting phenomenon of microbially induced aggregation of Au nanostructures around E. coli cells in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and ascorbic acid (AA) was also observed. A microorganism-mediated CTABdirected approach could be used to rapidly recover Au from aqueous solutions. 102 The work provided a new concept in which Au recovery could be strengthened through engineering Au nanostructures, thereby opening a new avenue to enhance the efficiency of recovery of precious metals. 102 Huang et al.
103
further investigated the effect of surfactants on recovery rate and morphology of recovered Au. Results showed that the carbon chain length had a minimum effect on the recovery rate and morphology in the presence of Br À . In contrast, the recovery rate of Au was much lower in the presence of Cl À due to the formation of horn-like nanostructures. Interestingly, the recovered Au together with cell residues could be used as a surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrate.
As far as the role of microorganisms in the MSD approach is concerned, the microbial surface was demonstrated to provide biosorption of Au ions and preferential nucleation sites for Au nuclei. [98] [99] [100] 102 CTA + was selectively adsorbed onto specific crystal facets to enable preferential growth of other facets.
98,100
The resulting anisotropic particles tended to connect together to form AuNWs due to the shape-directing effect of Br À . 98, 100, 104 In the case of CTAC, further anisotropic growth of the branchlike nanostructures led to film-like nanostructures part of the growing AuNHs. 99, 101 Binary metal ions can be simultaneously adsorbed by microorganisms, which may provide nuclei for the growth of bimetallic nanostructures. 105 Very recently, Chen et al. 106 described a MSD proof of concept approach to synthesize novel AuPd bimetallic nanoflowers (NFs) consisting of 1D pedicels and 3D horns in the presence of CTAC (Fig. 4) . The authors justified the advantage of the MSD approach to obtain bimetallic nanostructures in one pot protocol at room temperature. Furthermore, the problem of metal leaching that occurs in the galvanic replacement reaction for synthesizing bimetallic nanostructures can be circumvented. In addition, the bimetallic nanostructures could form application-oriented nano-composites with microorganisms which, for example, could be directly used as active catalysts in the selective hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene.
Results also showed that all obtained materials were alloys with Pd-enriched surfaces. The diameters of horns increased while those of pedicels decreased with the increase of Pd precursor feeding concentration. 106 The presence of the Pd precursor was vital for the formation of the nanowire part of the NF structure. Such NFs have not been reported, partially due to synthetic difficulties under pure chemical reduction methods. Therefore, the work opened up a new avenue for the shape control of novel bimetallic NMs.
Virus-templated synthesis
A variety of viruses have emerged as promising candidates in the bio-inspired synthesis of MNMs in the past decade. Some viruses have the advantages of unique dimensions and structures, well-spaced functionalities, high chemical stability and high yields, which stimulated research interest in the synthesis first reported the metallization of TMV plant viruses through a facile Ni deposition inside the TMV channels mediated by Pd(II). 12 In contrast, the high affinity of Ag(I) ions to the most external aminoacid of TMV followed by reduction with formaldehyde led to the exclusive formation of Ag NPs on the exterior surface of TMV. In this case, Ag(I) played a role as own activator for NP formation. Upon pretreatment of TMV with Pd(II) or Pt(II), Kern's group reported a TMV-templated synthesis of 3 nm Ni and Co NWs via faster electroless deposition in the central channel in the absence of phosphate buffer. 116, 128 12 Aljabali et al.
126
adopted a surface charge modification approach of lysine groups on the surface of WT CPMV to promote the templated metallization using succinamate. The obtained Co-CPMV NPs are monodisperse with a diameter of 31.2 AE 0.5 nm. The use of polyelectrolytemodified CPMV was also reported for the templated synthesis of narrowly dispersed Au NPs. 125 Cationic poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (PAH) was electrostatically bound to the external surface 112, 115 A regular pattern of four kinds of coat proteins: gp23*, gp24*, highly antigenic outer capsid, and small outer capsid.
of the virus capsid. As a result, the adsorption of anionic Au complexes can be promoted, which facilitated their reduction to form a metallic Au coating under mild conditions. Templated Au NPs could also be further modified with thiol reagents or assembled into large, hexagonally packed, tessellated-spheres after reaction with PAH-modified CPMV. Genetic modification was also used to intensify metal precursor binding in viruses. TMV1cys and TMV2cys were obtained by the insertion of one and two cysteine residues into the amino-terminus of the coat protein on the outer surface of TMV, respectively. 122 139 Later, a combination of M13 viral templates and CTAB could lead to stable, high-yield and tunable Au NWs and core-shell Au-Pt NWs using genetically modified M13 templates with specific Au binding peptides. 124 As discussed in Section 3.1.4, CTA + and Br À are both vital for the formation of 1D metal nanostructures.
In the absence of CTAB, only metal NPs could be obtained. Three CPMV mutants through cysteine modification were employed as scaffolds to bind charge-stabilized Au NPs (2 and 5 nm) through Au-sulfur bond formation to produce patterns of tunable inter-particle distances. 110 Recently, Fontana et al.
140
demonstrated a self-assembly strategy to create 3D icosahedral plasmonic Au-CPMV NPs with precisely spatial and orientational order mediated by a genetically engineered CPMV, which led to superstructures with new electromagnetic properties. Au-CPMV NPs exhibited sensitive magnetic response to the positioning of each Au particle. The size and loading density control of virus-templated MNMs should also be considered. Manocchi et al. 133 showed that the amount of Pd NPs formed on TMV1cys templates could be tuned by simply adjusting Pd precursor concentrations. Higher Pd precursor concentration led to Pd NPs with higher density on TMV. They also carried out a comprehensive study on the effect of Pd precursor concentration, type of reductant and concentration and metallization time on the size of Pd NPs. Results showed that sodium hypophosphite concentration was View Article Online a key parameter affecting NP sizes. Other common reductants such as NaBH 4 resulted in polydisperse Pd NPs with no sizereductant concentration relationship and inconsistent particle formation. 39 Pd NPs growth quickly occurred under the investigated conditions and the particles reached their final size after 1 min of incubation. 39 In the case of CPMV, Aljabali et al. 114 demonstrated that variations in the type of reducing agent did not have any significant effects on the size of Pd 0 -CPMV particles. However, in the case of metallization with cobalt, the thickness of the metallic coating was dependent on the incubation time in a eletroless deposition solution. 114 Yang et al. 141 reported a tunable assembly of TMV on Au chips on which electroless deposition of Pd NPs could be achieved. By varying the concentration of TMV solutions for surface assembly or the Au surface area on patterned silicon chips, the surface density and spatial location of Pd-TMV could be controlled which further correlated well with Pd loadings and catalytic activities. Patterned assembly of metal-coated TMV without particular surface modification of silicon substrates can also be achieved 142 and even a rapid microfluidic fabrication of hybrid Pd-TMV-PEG microparticles with Pd-TMV directly embedded in polymeric hydrogels for catalytic dichromate reduction. 143 A similar example of an interesting replica molding approach has been illustrated in Fig. 6 for the encapsulation of spontaneously formed Pd-TMV1cys composites into Pd-TMV-PEG 3D microstructures with controllable Pd NP size, internal Pd-TMV density, internal Pd loading density and external microparticle size. 38 Pd NPs ranged from 1 to 2 nm in size and
Pd-TMV-PEG materials could be used as efficient, stable and recyclable catalysts for dichromate reduction. TMV templates provided an alternative and efficient system containing catalytically active and accessible Pd NPs supported on stable microparticles. 143 Based on the previous work on assembly of WT TMV into long nanofibres via aniline polymerization, 144 Zhou et al.
111
demonstrated that PANI-Pd-TMV and PANI-Cu-TMV NWs could be synthesized by coating WT TMV with polyaniline. M13 phages and Au NPs were recently modified with antigens (tagpeptides) and antibodies, respectively, to specifically interact with each other. 145 As a result, M13 phages and Au NPs in the hydrogels formed lyotropic liquid crystals and well-ordered network structures through time-dependent cross-linking processes, respectively, leading to highly regular structures and enhanced macroscopic mechanical properties. 145 Courchesne et al. 146 explored the layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly of a M13
bacteriophage-based template for the organization of Au NPs into nanoporous networks (Fig. 7) . The results proved that Au NPs needed to be incorporated into the bacteriophage films during the LBL process in order to remain well-dispersed as well as to preserve the resonance peak location. Otherwise, Au NPs incorporated after LBL-assembly resulted in aggregation with significantly red-shifted and broadened spectra.
Plant-mediated synthesis
Intracellular or extracellular synthesis of MNMs by microorganisms had been extensively studied. However, downstream processing of intracellular MNMs is difficult while screening microorganisms for extracellular synthesis is very laborious. 77 In contrast, plants have attracted significant attention as simple and effective alternative scaffolds for the extracellular synthesis of MNMs. Live plants, plant biomass and biomolecules extracted from plants or plant biomass have all been employed in the synthesis of MNMs. 3.3.1 Biomineralization using live plants. The first demonstration of plant-mediated synthesis was reported in 1999 by Gardea-Torresdey et al., 11 who described the synthesis of Au NPs by bio-precipitation from Au(III) solutions with alfalfa biomass. Au and Ag NPs were formed using live alfalfa plants. 41, 147 Some examples of similar biomineralization strategies in recent years are listed in Table 4 . Spherical metal NPs (Au, Ag, Pd, Pt and AuAg) with a wide range of size distributions could be synthesized using live plants in most cases. For example, Bali et al. 148 reported that M. sativa and B. juncea plants were able to accumulate and translocate Pt from aqueous substrates. Pt NPs (ca. 3-100 nm in size) were evenly distributed across all tissue systems including epidermal, cortical and vascular within the roots of both plant species. The synthesis of AuAg NPs with Pd NPs in a relatively simple way without any requirement for toxic chemicals or energy intensive processes. The mechanism of metal uptake and transport into the plant cells has been studied. 152 Sharma et al. 150 also demonstrated that biomatrix-embedded Au NPs resulted from the reduction of Au(III) ions in the root cells and symplastic transportation of Au NPs to the aerial parts or shoots. The proposed sequence of Au transformation in Arabidopsis thaliana L. ((1) uptake of the ionic Au followed by (2) subsequent reduction of Au in planta to create NPs) was found to be a plausible route for Au NP formation. In the controlled experiment, AuAg alloy NPs were observed in the presence of Ag(I) ions in spite of an equal concentration of Cu ions in the soil had little effect on the synthesized Au and/or Ag structures (and did not alloy with Au and/or Ag). 3.3.2 Synthesis of MNMs using plant extracts. Metal NPs embeded in plant matrices are generally difficult to harvest for further applications. Plant biomass and extracts can be a comparatively better option to whole plants. Nevertheless, the use of plant biomass poses the difficulty in purification of as-synthesized metal NPs prior to their applications. Soluble biomolecules from plants or plant biomass have been consequently preferred for extracellular biosynthesis of metal NPs in the past decade. 154, 155 Compared to microbial reduction, the biosynthesis of metal NPs with plant extracts possesses higher reduction rates of metal precursors and facile shape control for metal NPs. [155] [156] [157] [158] Plant-mediated syntheses can take advantage of existing plant resources and achieve the extracellular synthesis of MNMs. The tedious screening and cultivation process of microorganisms can also be circumvented. Following the first demonstration on plant-mediated synthesis of Au NPs, 11 some researchers in the National Chemical Laboratory of India conducted extensive work on plant-mediated synthesis of MNMs with plant extracts, i.e. broths of geranium leaves, 159, 160 neem leaves, 161 lemongrass, 43, 162 tamarind leaves, 163 Emblica officinalis fruit 164 and Aloe vera leaves. 165 It is worth mentioning that triangular Au NPs could be prepared by plant-mediated synthesis with a higher yield compared to those obtained via Cacumen Platycladi (C. Platycladi) extracts as a weak reducing and capping agent to easily synthesize Au nanoplates in high yields under kinetic control without other chemical reagents, as shown in Fig. 8 . The reduction rate could be easily controlled through modulating the experimental factors such as addition modes/rates of feeding solutions, temperature and pH based on a syringe-pump apparatus. A two-step size-and shape-separation of biosynthesized Au NPs by density gradient centrifugation and subsequent agarose gel electrophoresis, respectively, was also recently reported. 181 In the second step, Au nanoplates could be well separated from spherical Au. Ag NFs with 3D structures were synthesized by Canarium album foliar broths at room temperature by an one-pot synthetic protocol assisted by trisodium citrate. 182 Further exploration of the formation mechanism of Ag NFs showed that both biomolecules and trisodium citrate played very important roles in shaping 3D Ag NFs, different from previous Ag nanoplates. 183 The preferential adsorption of citrate ions on Ag (111) faces resulted in the preferential growth of other crystal faces while the protective components in the foliar broth could cause the formation of the cracking and stacking up of the petals.
182
Combining plant-mediated synthesis and microwave irradiation has been proved to be an ideal approach to the rapid synthesis of MNMs. WA simple and rapid biological approach was recently disclosed to synthesize water-soluble and highly roughened ''meatball''-like Au NPs using green tea extract under microwave irradiation. 184 The synthesized Au meatball-like NPs possess excellent monodispersity and uniform size (250 nm in diameter). Furthermore, reduction of aqueous metal precursors with plant extracts can be combined under a continuous-flow tubular reactor to produce well-defined MNMs. The first example was reported by Huang et al., 185 who described the continuousflow biosynthesis of Ag NPs using Cinnamomum camphora (C. camphora) leaf extract. Liu et al. 186 further investigated the effect of process parameters on size distribution of Ag NPs and simulated the profile evolution of velocity, biomass concentration and temperature in the tubular microreactors by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Recently, they implemented reactive kinetics coupled with population balance model (PBM) and CFD to simulate the formation of Ag NPs in a microtubular reactor. 187 The model and its applicability in , (e) mode B at an addition rate of 450 mL h
À1
, and (f) mode C at an addition rate of 90 mL h
. The reaction temperature and pH for all samples were 90 1C and 3.41, respectively. Three different mixing modes were adopted: mode A, involving the addition of Au precursor to C. Platycladi extract; mode B, involving an inverted addition of the extract to the Au precursor; and mode C, involving the simultaneous injection of the two feed solutions (C. Platycladi extract and Au precursor) with equal addition rates. Reprinted with permission from ref. 180 . Copyright r 2012, American Chemical Society.
predicting formation and particle size distribution of Ag NPs in the continuous-flow tubular system were subsequently validated. The continuous-flow biosynthesis with plant extracts could also be extended from Ag NPs to bimetallic AuAg NPs. 188 Besides monometallic NPs, bimetallic NPs could also be simply synthesized by plant-mediated synthesis. Spherical AuPd bimetallic NPs (B7 nm size) have been synthesized by simultaneous reduction of Au(III) and Pd(II) precursors using a C. Platycladi leaf extract at 90 1C. 189 Scanning TEM (STEM)-EDX mapping, XRD and UV-Vis characterizations confirmed the alloy structures and ca. 10 nm AgPd bimetallic alloy NPs could be successfully synthesized using the same plant leaf extract at three different ratios of 3 : 1, 1 : 1 and 1 : 3 using AgNO 3 and Pd(NO 3 ) 2 precursors at the same temperature. 190 B10 nm AuAg alloy NPs could also be prepared using a similar method.
191
According to the reduction rates of Au and Ag ions characterized by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS), 90 1C was a suitable temperature for the one-pot synthesis of AuAg alloy NPs using C. Platycladi leaf extracts. Furthermore, FTIR spectra confirmed the presence of N-H, (NH)CQO, and -OH groups in the plant extract which served as reducing parts, whereas the peptides or proteins prevented the alloy NPs from aggregation. A further combination of plant extract and the addition of a mild reductant (ascorbic acid, AA) could generate novel bimetallic NPs. For instance, B40 nm flower-shaped AuPd alloy NPs were attained just to allow interation between AA and Au(III) and Pd(II) solutions for 20 s before adding C. Platycladi leaf extract at room temperature (Fig. 9) . 192 Through careful time-resolved TEM studies, the flower-shaped NPs evolved from small decahedral particles and tended to be stable only after a reaction time of 20 min. However, prior to the addition of C. Platycladi leaf extract, Au(III) precursor solution was first reduced by AA to produce Au seeds, and then Pd(II) precursor solution was slowly dropped into the solution, resulting in flower-like Au@Pd NPs with the average size of 47.8 nm. 193 The slow formation rate of the Pd clusters was vital to facilitate the formation of fine flowerlike core-shell Au@Pd NPs during the synthesis. Lu et al. 190 reported a facile and green synthesis of AgPd alloy bimetallic NPs using C. Platycladi extract. The alloy nature of AgPd alloy bimetallic NPs has been obviously confirmed by EDX elemental analysis. Regardless of the initial mole ratio of Ag/Pd, the Ag and Pd were homogeneously distributed over the entire NPs. Size control of MNMs has also been investigated. The size of MNMs could be easily modulated by changing the reaction parameters, such as metal precursor concentration, plant extract concentration and reaction temperature. 44, 45, 194 Generally, higher plant extract concentration can lead to smaller metal NPs, given the same metal precursor concentration. 44, 45, 194 And higher reaction temperature can give rise to metal NPs with narrower size distribution. 44 As an alternative to size control, spherical Au
NPs with different sizes and Au nanoplates with different edge lengths could be well fractionated to obtain monodisperse Au NPs through the two-step size-and shape-separation. 181 3.3.3 Elucidation of complicated bioreductive mechanism. One of the focuses in the biosynthesis of metal NPs with plant extract is to understand the bioreductive mechanism that is very challenging due to complicated components in plant extract. In an attempt to explore the mechanism, a research group in Xiamen University has conducted a comprehensive study on the identification of active components in some plant extracts. 130, 170, 171, [173] [174] [175] Firstly, the contents of flavonoids, polysaccharides, reducing sugars and proteins etc. in the extract before and after the reaction were measured. Secondly, simulated solutions of the active components by mixing several known chemical substances were prepared to verify the outcome of the synthesis. Thirdly, the main active compounds were isolated and validated. 45, 154, [194] [195] [196] [197] Results showed that flavonoid and reducing sugar were the main reductive and 
investigated only geniposide in Gardenia jasminoides
Ellis extract had the shape-directing capacity to fabricate Ag NWs, but it barely showed any reducing and capping capacity. Rutin, gallic acid and chlorogenic acid possesses both reducing and capping capacity, and gallic acid exhibited the strongest reducing capacity to produce Ag NPs.
Further, to quantitatively understand the nucleation and growth kinetics during the formation of Au NPs, Zhou et al. 198 established a model-assisted dynamic spectroscopic approach using in situ UV-vis spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 10 , temporal evolution of the SPR absorbance (the AbsÀt plot) was found to be sigmoidal with an evident nucleation stage and a crystal growth stage. Results revealed the growth of Au NPs via a zeroth-order reaction with respect to the concentration of the Au atoms. With the reaction proceeding, the growth rate became a first-order reaction and then a second-order reaction. 198 Furthermore, a Reduction-Crystallization (R-C) model (1) which deals with the two major events of such a physicochemical process were proposed. As shown below, A t and A max denote the absorbance of the sample at time t and the end of the reaction, respectively, k 1 the apparent overall nucleation rate constant which is inversely proportional to the induction stage of the sigmoidal Abs-t plots, and k 2 the apparent overall growth rate constant which is positively proportional to the maximum crystal growth rate.
The R-C model provides the quantitative kinetic information underlying the qualitative morphologies of nanocrystals. The above results demonstrated that the nucleation stage for Au NPs consisted of two steps, i.e., (I) formation of Au NCs of several nanometers, and (II) formation of twinned crystal seeds out of those NCs, which indicated that formation of flaky Au NPs was a kinetic-controlled process favored by slow reduction of Au precursors. 198 Furthermore, the sigmoidal Abs-t kinetic data were also fitted with the classical JMAK model (2) which was originally developed for the phase transformation process. 199 The results showed that the relationship between JMAK model parameters could be correlated to the crystallization behaviors and the dimensionality of the Au NPs. 199 The rate parameter k mainly depends on the nucleation rate, and the Avrami exponent n could be used as an efficient indicator to evaluate the extent of heterogeneous nucleation and to characterize the geometric dimension of Au NPs.
Protein-templated synthesis
In nature, biological systems have evolved a full line of synthetic routes to inorganic minerals in the nanoscale via a biomineralization process. 18, 200 Two prominent examples are the compositions and structures of mollusk shell and diatom, which are made up of CaCO 3 and Si NMs with hierarchical architectures. Nowadays, it is well known that these intricate nanostructures are formed with the main involvement of proteins, 201 which play a key role in tuning the size, morphology and polymorph of inorganic minerals in vivo. 17 Proteins have been the subject of particular attention due to their nanoscale dimensions, distinctive molecular structures and functionalities, and their ability to adjust the size of inorganic crystals during nucleation and growth. Therefore, the use of proteins to direct the ''bottom up'' synthesis of inorganic NMs in vitro has become a logical approach to creating novel nanocomposites. 202 Compared with other bio-templates, the complicated proteins possess abundant binding sites that can potentially bind and further reduce metal ions, thus providing excellent scaffolds for the template-driven formation of MNMs. 27 In fact, protein is one of the best bio-templates for directing the synthesis of MNMs. 202 Firstly, the reaction conditions are normally much milder than some traditional chemical synthesis pathways. Room temperature, aqueous solutions, neutral pH and use of benign reducers (some reactions even without reducers) are some basic characters, which make the whole process inherently ''green''. Secondly, the size, morphology, component and crystal structure of MNMs can be exquisitely controlled by choosing the different kinds of proteins and/or variable experimental conditions. This is significant because these characteristics often take effect on the properties of the resulting products. Thirdly, the surfaces of the end-products are usually surrounded by a layer of protein molecules, which contain a plethora of chemical functional groups. This is very convenient to conjugate the targeting agents and drug molecules for the following biological/medical applications. Additionally, the protein-capped MNMs show rather strong stability under a wide range of salt concentrations, in phosphate and MES buffer. Last, the protein template is relatively cheap and can be easily obtained (via naturally extracted or protein engineering), which enables the whole preparation process in a large scale. Herein, due to space limitation, this section mostly focuses on the protein-directed synthesis of MNMs in the last 5 years.
To date, a variety of proteins have been used as templates for the synthesis of MNMs. 202 According to the shape differences, they can be generally divided into two types-spherical and filamentous proteins. In general, the metal NPs (including clusters), nanoplates or microspheres can be obtained by using the spherical proteins. On the other hand, the metal NPs, NWs or nanotubes will be prepared by using the filamentous proteins. Herein, for the spherical proteins-based MNMs synthesis, we mainly discuss two most popular templates -ferritin and bovine serum protein (BSA). For filamentous proteins-based MNM synthesis, collagen and silk as templates will be primarily discussed.
Ferritin is a well-studied family of protein that plays an important role in iron homeostasis and storage. Structurally, ferritin is composed of 24 subunits of two types, the heavy chain (H-ferritin) and light chain (L-chain), selfassembled into a hollow cage-like architecture with an external diameter of 12 nm and an 8 nm diameter cavity. 203 Physiologically, an iron oxide core comprising up to ca. 4500 atoms of iron is located in the cavity of ferritin. At the subunit junctions, some channels are formed for the purpose of transport of iron and other metal ions into and out of protein shell. The superior stability of the ferritin cage architecture over a wide range of pH (3-10) and temperatures (up to 80-100 1C) makes it become an excellent nanoreactor, 204 in which, many metal ions can be mineralized. 205 Moreover, it is thought that the outside protein cages could enhance the solubility and chemical stability of MNMs. Mann and Wong were the first to explore apo-ferritin as the template for the synthesis of inorganic NMs. 206 Following their work, a variety of metal-protein hybrids have been successfully prepared by using apo-Ft (demineralized ferritin, the iron oxide core is removed) as scaffold, such as Co, Ni, Cr, Au, Ag, Pt NPs etc. 27 For apo-Ft templated synthesis, the usual synthesis route is the introduction of a certain amount of metal ions into its aqueous solution, followed by the addition of reducer (sodium borohydride or ascorbic acid). Herein, it is worth noting that the concentrations of metal ions and reducers have a significant impact on the uniformity and shape of protein-MNMs. A high concentration of metal ions is thought to denature the protein template, which further give rise to the heavy aggregation during diffusion of metal ions, leading to the resulting products with broad sizes and irregular shapes. For example, Sun et al. 207 synthesized the paired Au cluster within the apo-Ft nanoreactor, where ferrous ion is oxidized by the ferroxidase center of H-ferritin. The ferroxidase center is composed of 6 amino acid residues. One histidine (His), one aspartic acid (Asp), one glutamine (Gln), and three glutamic acids (Glu). Among them, His residue is utilized as ''points of control'' to grow Au clusters. To further control the View Article Online formation process of Au clusters, NaOH was used to allow the reaction to be processed slowly and in a controlled manner.
Since every apo-Fr has two H-ferritin subunits, a pair of Au cluster can be assembled in each part. The molar ratio of Au ions to apo-Fr determines the size of the resulting Au clusters.
With increasing Au(III)/apo-Fr ratio, the sizes of Au clusters increased. In addition, the preparation of Pt cluster by using apo-Fr was reported by the same group. 208 In theory, Ag and Cu clusters can also be obtained through judiciously tuning the reaction conditions. Besides the synthesis of mono-metal clusters, the bimetallic clusters or NPs can also be prepared by using apo-Fr as the template. For example, Suzuki et al. 209 reported the preparation of bimetallic Au/Pd core-shell and alloy AuPd NPs by using two completely different strategies in apo-Fr aqueous solution, as shown in Fig. 11 . Because of the different coordination properties of Pd(II) and Au(III) ions to apo-Fr, for the synthesis of Au@Pd coreshell NPs, the Au core is first prepared as a monometallic NP in apo-Fr, followed by introduction and reduction of Pd ions to form the shell. The Au/Pd alloy NPs were obtained by mixing aqueous solutions of KAuCl 4 and K 2 PdCl 4 , subsequent co-reduction by NaBH 4 . In theory, a series of bimetallic even tri-metallic NPs could be prepared by adopting these methods. However, due to the spatial limitation of the local microenvironment in the cavity, the sizes of ferritin-templated MNMs are most strictly constrained to below 8 nm. To extend the vessel's limitation, next, we will introduce another kind of popular template protein-bovine serum albumin (BSA), which will greatly expand the MNM sizes and morphology range.
(b) Bovine serum albumin. Bovine serum albumin (also known as BSA or ''Fraction V'') is a globular protein derived from cows. The surname-''Fraction V'' refers to albumin being the fifth fraction of the original Edwin Cohn purification methodology that made use of differential solubility characteristics of plasma proteins. 210 It is often employed as a protein concentration standard in lab experiments. A mature BSA protein contains 583 amino acid residues and a corresponding molecular weight of 66 463 Da. The isoelectric point of BSA in water at 25 1C is 4.7. Of all the amino acids residues, 35 cysteine units form a total of 17 disulfides, which results in nine loops. Cysteine units are responsible for the tertiary structure of the protein. It is worth noting that a free sulfhydryl group is located at the cysteine residue on the position 34 of the amino acid sequence. 35 threonine and 32 serine unites bearing hydroxyl groups can act as milder reducer, which is similar to the case of polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) widely used in the synthesis of NMs. In addition, several amino acid residues such as sulfur-, oxygen-, and nitrogen-bearing groups might also provide the electrons required for metal ions reduction. In its native state, BSA presents a heart-shape and consists of three homologous domains (I, II and III), each domain is made up of a sequence of large-small-large loops forming a triplet. The secondary structure of BSA consists of 67% helix, 10% turn, and 23% extended chain. Under the influence of external factors, such as temperature, pH as well as metal ions, the secondary structure of BSA often undergoes structural changes and transforms into its unfolded or tertiary configuration. The unfolded or denatured BSA can not only serve as an excellent capping/stabilizing agent, but is also very efficient in controlling the crystal growth and morphology.
Up to now, BSA has become one of the most popular protein templates for synthesis of MNMs, 211 which can be attributed to the following several reasons: the readily available and relatively cheap features for large-scale production, the outstanding foaming behavior for the simultaneous binding of cationic and anionic metal complexes as well as the superior stabilizing and modifying abilities for further biological/biomedical application.
Owing to the existence of large numbers of reactive functional groups, BSA itself can work as a reducer and a stabilizer for the synthesis of MNMs with different sizes and morphologies. As many research reported, BSA had no reducing ability at room temperature. 48 It is necessary to resort to other ways such as an elevated temperature, a pH change or a physical means (e.g., photo-irradiation or microwave heating) in the presence of additional initiators to trigger the reducing nature of BSA. Meanwhile, it is well known that the major driving force for protein denaturation is entropy, and a rise in temperature would increase the entropic effect. Moreover, the temperature should affect the reduction rate of metal ions as well as the rates for the nucleation and growth of the MNMs. Currently, a variety of MNMs with distinct shapes and sizes have been widely explored by using BSA as the template. For example, Xie et al. 212 synthesized the single-crystalline Au nanoplates (0.6-3 mm in size along their longest edge and B19 nm in thickness) in aqueous solution of BSA at physiological temperature, where BSA provided the dual functions of metal ions reduction and directing the anisotropic growth of Au nanocrystals. The environmental factors such as temperature and pH had a significant influence on the conformation change, reduction and capping ability of BSA and hence the reduction kinetics, the nucleation and the crystalline growth of Au NPs. At physiological temperature, BSA remains its native configuration. Between 40 and 50 1C, the reversible changes in its configuration occur, whereas they become irreversible between 50 and 60 1C. Above 60 1C, unfolding of BSA with b-aggregation begins, which ultimately leads to gel formation around 70 1C. 213 At room temperature, they found that no particles were formed after 2 days of reaction, revealing that BSA had no obvious reducing ability. However, increasing the reaction temperature over 37 1C, a color change rapidly took place, indicating the enhanced reduction capacity of BSA at high temperature. In view of this, a mild temperature was preferable for the formation of highyield Au nanoplates (80%). In contrast, no Au nanoplates were formed at a high temperature (100 1C). To tune the sizes of Au nanoplates, the addition of different amounts of Ag ions could lead to the different lateral sizes ranging from a few mm to tens of nm, as shown in Fig. 12 .
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pH value also had an essential influence on the morphology of the resulting products. At neutral and alkaline pH, the spherical Au NPs were exclusively obtained; at acidic pH, the planar Au NPs were formed. It is thought that BSA undergoes five isomeric conformations with changes of pH value. It is present in the normal form at neutral pH, and changes its conformation to the basic form at alkaline pH, which involves the unfolding of domain I and domain III. The unfolding is expected to facilitate the reduction of metal ions and the attachment of BSA chains to the NPs surface, thus producing uniform NPs with smaller diameter.
Considering these effects of temperature, pH value as well as ionic species to sizes and morphologies of MNMs, Au et al. 48 designed an optimum experimental parameters to prepare Au microplates covered by a dense array of BSA bumps. To obtain uniform Au microplates, an elevated temperature in the range of 55-65 1C, an acidic solution with pH E 3, and the presence of NaCl with certain concentration (0.14 M) are indispensable. The formation mechanism of Au microplates can be tentatively proposed as following: in the presence of heat and/or HAuCl 4 , a structural change occurred in BSA: the protein structure is unfolded and the disulfide bonds are broken with the appearance of many sulfhydryl groups. Meanwhile, the reducing hydroxyl groups in both serine and threonine residues are also exposed to the outside. Note that both sulfhydryl and hydroxyl groups are useful for the synthesis and growth of Au microplates. The hydroxyl groups work as the reducing agent and sulfhydryl groups can provide additional reaction sites for attaching the denatured BSA onto the surface of Au and thus stabilizing the final products.
In addition, the ratio of BSA and metal ions concentrations is also critical for controlling the crystal sizes. Due to their ultrasmall sizes, good biocompatibility, and high fluorescence properties, there has been a great deal of research work on the synthesis of metal NCs, especially Au and Ag by using proteins. 214 In a pioneering work completed by Xie et al., 13 BSA is first used as template to synthesize the highly fluorescent Au clusters via a biomineralization mechanism. BSA sequestered and interacted with inorganic ions, followed by providing scaffolds for mineral formation though chemical function groups. To a fixed Au precursor concentration (5 mM), a low concentration of BSA (below 2.5 mg mL
À1
) gave rise to the larger NPs without fluorescence; in contrast, a high concentration of BSA (10-25 mg mL
) formed the stable Au clusters with strong fluorescence. Therefore, the high concentration of BSA can sequester Au ions and entrap them, and further limit the further growth of Au clusters. The addition of NaOH (pH reaches up 12) and the 21 Tyr residues on BSA are responsible for the reduction of the Au precursor. Accompanied by this work, a series of metal clusters such as Ag, Pt, Cu as well as their alloy were continuously reported, [215] [216] [217] [218] and the formation mechanisms were also discussed in detail.
On the other hand, in the presence of external reducers such as sodium borohydride, hydrazine hydrate and ascorbic acid, BSA is often used as a stabilizer and shape-directing agent for the MNM synthesis. For example, our group synthesized a series of noble metals (Au, Ag and Pt) microspheres structure in the aqueous phase at room temperature by using hydrazine hydrate or ascorbic acid as [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] [225] reducers (Fig. 13 ). These as-prepared noble metal microspheres (ca. 300 nm in diameter) have unique core-shell structures with small metal NPs assembly inside and a layer of BSA molecules outside. The basic synthesis process is briefly described as follows: a certain amount of metal ions precursor (10 mM) was added into the BSA aqueous solution (5 mg mL
) at room temperature with vigorous magnetic stirring. After that, a certain amount of reducer was rapidly added into the mixture solution. Finally, the mixture was left to react for several hours. The resulting product is a composite microsphere structure, which is composed of many metal NP assembly (''supraspheres'') and a layer of BSA coating. In light of their structures, the formation mechanism can be tentatively deduced as following: when the metal ions are added into the BSA aqueous solution, a configuration change rapidly appeared owing to the interaction of metal ions and BSA. BSA possessing plenty of functional groups such as -COOH, -NH 2 and -SH can provide multiple binding sites for the interaction with metal ions. When the reducers were added into the mixture solution, burst nucleation occurred and a lot of small metal NPs were formed. Under the influence of denatured BSA and NPs aggregation, a self-assembly process occurred, leading to the formation of microspheres. However, the detailed mechanism is worthy of further investigation. 
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Metal porous structures have attracted intensive research interest because of their high surface area and enhanced performances. In addition to 3D noble metal microspheres, some porous structures such as mesoflowers and macroporous film can also be obtained by using BSA as the template. For example, Zhuang et al. 226 synthesized porous Ag, Pt and Pt-Ag alloy mesoflowers in BSA aqueous solution. To obtain these flower-like structures, the Ag mesoflowers composed of multilayer Ag nanosheets needs be first prepared using BSA as the capping agent and ascorbic acid as the reductant at 80 1C. Subsequently, the as-prepared Ag mesoflowers were further used as the sacrificial template for the preparation of Pt and its alloy structures via the galvanic replacement reaction. The prepared Pt mesoflowers exhibited a predominant enhancement in electrocatalytic activity toward electrical oxidation of methanol, which can be attributed to their 3D porous structure and small crystal sizes. Recently, the synthesis of the 3D macroporous Au film by using BSA was reported by Hou et al. 227 The synthesis is based on a bottom-up biomineralization approach. First, BSA and metals ions are mixed at room temperature to form a mixed solution. Then, ascorbic acid was rapidly added into solution to reduce metal ions. At this point, the nucleation began to grow and some primary clusters arose. They quickly turned into small NPs and self-assembled into supraspheres. Lastly, calcination was carried out under high temperature to remove proteins so that a macroporous Au film was formed. Similarly, other macroporous metal or oxides can be also synthesized in this way. 228 These macroporous structures may have promising potential applications in catalysis, sensing, biofuel cells and tissue engineering. 
11 Although many filamentous proteins are used as templates for the preparation of mental NMs, in the review we will focus on the collagen and silk proteins as they are the most extensively investigated, readily abundant and highly commercial values.
(a) Collagen. Collagen is one of the long, fibrous structural proteins whose structures and functions are quite different from those of globular proteins, as mentioned earlier. Collagen is one of the most important and abundant structural proteins in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of mammals. It forms more than 30% of the human body, and over 90% is type 1 collagen. Each collagen molecule is composed of three polypeptide chains with triple-stranded helical structure with a helical diameter ca. 1.4 nm and a length of 300 nm. The collagen molecules in the skin aggregate through fibrillogenesis into microfibrils, which consist of four to eight collagen molecules, and further into fibrils. These collagen fibrils organize into collagen fibers.
Like BSA, type 1 collagen has no reducing ability at room temperature. It still requires an extra introduction of chemical reductants (citrate or sodium borohydride) or physical methods (heat treatment, g-ray and UV irradiation) to trigger the reduction of metal ions. For example, Alarcon et al. 229 synthesized spherical 3.5 nm Ag NPs in type 1 collagen solution at room temperature with the help of UVA irradiation. The photochemical preparation of metal NPs leads to the generation of peroxyl radicals, which could attack the collagen promoting oxidation and metal ion reduction. Collagen is used as a capping and stabilizing agent. However, although collagen itself contains an abundance of functional groups (including -OH, -COOH, -CONH 2 and -NH 2 ), they still are weak to stabilize and immobilize the metal NPs. To resolve this problem, a combined procedure is adopted. That is to graft some natural plant polyphenols onto the surfaces of collagen fiber to improve the stabilization and immobilization ability for metal NPs. Plant polyphenols having a high reactivity with collage of skins and specific affinity to many metal ions, is regarded as the unique bridge molecule to connect between collage and metal ions. For example, Wu et al. 230 grafted epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) onto the collage fiber to synthesize Pd NPs (Fig. 14) . The hydroxyl-rich groups possess high adsorption ability for Pd(II) ions through the formation of a high-stable five member chelating ring. Thus, the well-dispersed and stable Pd(0) NPs can be in situ generated on the surface of EGCGgrafted collage fiber after NaBH 4 reduction of these anchored Pd ions. The process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9 . Likewise, Ag and Pd NPs were synthesized by using bayberry tannin grafted collagen fiber. 231 Silk is a kind of protein fiber on a large scale and has been widely used in clothing manufacture. Silk fiber is produced by silkworms and spiders. As a natural protein-based fiber, Bombyx mori (B. mori) silk is mainly composed of an outer layer of sericin protein (ca. 30 kDa) and a core of fibroin protein (ca. 350 kDa). Utilizing sericin proteins as both the reductant and stabilizer, Zhang et al. 232 fabricated luminescent silk and fabric. The reaction was carried out at 80 1C through mixing an aqueous solution of HAuCl 4 (0.143 mM) and silk (10 mg), followed by the addition of NaOH. Both the high temperature and the introduction of NaOH are necessary, which will greatly enhance the reducing ability of silk proteins. The resulting golden silk possesses outstanding optical properties, including a relatively long-wavelength fluorescence, a high quantum yield, a long fluorescence lifetime and high photostability. Moreover, it also shows better mechanical properties than the pristine silk, as well as a better UV light inhibiting ability. Based on the biomineralization mechanism of metal ions and proteins, one believes that many other luminescent metals-silk NCs can also be prepared using a similar strategy. The pristine silk is insoluble in aqueous solution. In order to prepare the alternative material morphologies (e.g. film, fibers with nanoscale diameters, hydrogels and capsules), a particular solvent is necessary to dissolve and denature the proteins. Once the silk proteins are dissolved, it can be processed into a variety of morphologies and structures with metal NPs through some physical or chemical methods. For example, Cohen-Karni et al. 233 utilized electrospinning technology to create a 3D silk nanofiber matrix, incorporating Au NPs on and within silk nanofibers (Fig. 15) . Doping the metal NPs can significantly improve the mechanical properties of silk. Some functional silk nanofibers can be obtained by mixing the soluble silk proteins and metal NPs in this way. Silk fibroin is also used as a template to produce Ag NPs in situ under light at room temperature. In the whole reaction system, silk fibroin provides multifunctions, serving as a reducing, dispersing and stabilizing agent. Similarly, the authors thought that Tyr residues in the silk fibroin are responsible for the reduction of Ag(I) into Ag NPs in situ.
DNA-templated synthesis
DNA is a well-known biopolymer with many unique features. Firstly, DNA sequences can hybridize with each other to form linear and branched double-stranded (ds) helical structures, which is predictable and programmable. Secondly, DNA possesses a strong affinity for a lot of metals such as Au, Ag, Pd and so on. These features make DNA an ideal building block for the templated synthesis of MNMs with defined shapes and sizes and endow it with great potential in materials sciences and nanotechnology. Nowadays, there are a lot of reports on the metallization of DNA. Herein, some examples in the construction of DNA-templated MNMs are discussed in this section. 3.5.1 Methodologies for DNA metallization (a) Metallization by electrostatic interaction. According to the conformation of DNA, there are a lot of phosphate backbones, which are negatively charged. This property was exploited to assemble some low-dimensional metal nanostructures based on the electrostatic interaction between the phosphate backbones of DNA and a cationic head-group on the functionalized metal NPs, thus forming interconnected metal NPs onto DNA. The metal NPs was pre-synthesized by chemical reduction reaction and functioned by the capping agent with cationic head-group through ligand exchange reactions. Simply mixing the metal NPs and DNA, and then incubating at room temperature for a period of time can lead to their nano-assembly. For example, several desirable architectures including the linear, ribbonlike and branched DNA-Au NPs assemblies could be constructed through electrostatic binding of ligand stabilized Au NPs to the l-DNA backbone. 234 Another example was the fabrication of DNA-templated conductive Au NWs made of Au NP chains. 235 Aniline-capped Au NPs were assembled along the immobilized and stretched DNAs through the electrostatic interaction between the positively charged amine groups of the Au NPs and the negatively charged phosphate groups of the DNA (Fig. 16) . 235 The as-synthesized Au chain DNA showed an Ohmic behavior at room temperature with the conductivity of two orders of magnitude smaller than the bulk Au.
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(b) Metallization by in situ reduction and growth. Different from the metallization of DNA by electrostatic interaction, there was another method to prepare the DNA-metal complex, in which the metallic precursor was in situ reduced to metal atoms on the DNA. The process usually consists of two steps. Firstly, the metallic precursor was mixed with DNA and the combined solution was incubated for a period of time to ensure that metal ions were thoroughly bound to the DNA. Afterwards, the reducing agent (e.g. NaBH 4 , DMAB or AA) was introduced and the metal NPs could be formed onto the DNA. This facile method can be successfully utilized to synthesize monometallic NPs Table 5 . Apart from spherical NPs, wire-like, rod-like and nanoring structure can be constructed by the in situ reduction and growth onto the DNA templates. The structure of DNA was of great importance in the synthesis of desired DNA-metal nanostructures. For instance, wire-like Ag NPs (17 AE 3 nm) with an average particle gap of about 1.7 nm on a ds-DNA template could be fabricated by mixing a proper amount of DNA with AgNO 3 solution and then placing the mixture under the UV-light at a wavelength of 260 nm for 3 h. 245 This Ag-DNA wire-like complex can act as a potential SERS substrate in which DNA played dual roles, not only in the formation of the Ag-NPs but also for the remarkably enhancement of the SERS signals. 245 Very recently, DNA with the toroidal morphology was used as template to deposit Au nanorings with an outer diameter of 105 AE 17 nm and inner diameter of 26 AE 14 nm through the slow photochemical reduction of Au precursor. 246 In recent years, metal NCs (o2 nm) have become a hot research topic due to their fluorescence response pattern to a specific analyte. The previous studies indicated that the properties of NCs are highly dependent on the nature of the template molecules used for the NC synthesis, which is especially prominent for the DNA-based metal NCs. 247 There are already a lot of reports about the synthesis of DNA-based metal NCs and their application as a fluorescence sensor. [237] [238] [239] [240] Almost all of DNA-based metal NCs were prepared through this in situ reduction and growth onto the DNA template. Different types of DNA, reducing agent and ratio between DNA to metal precursor were adopted in the studies. Thomas et al. 237 synthesized blue fluorescent Au NCs on the poly-cytosine DNAs by using citrate as a reducing agent. Park et al. 238 reported the fabrication of Ag NCs on the branched double-stranded DNAs. Results showed that the concentration and molar ratio of Ag and DNA had a great influence on the fluorescence efficiency. The brightest Ag NCs with the photoluminescence quantum efficiency of 19.8% were obtained when the molar ratio of Ag and X-DNA was about 7. Sengupta and coworkers 248 studied the specific influence of bases and base sequence on formation and stabilization of Ag NCs. The results indicated that thymine-rich oligonucleotides directed formation of Ag NCs that showed only blue/greenemission, whereas cytosine-rich oligonucleotides formed both red-and blue/green-emitting Ag NCs.
(c) Metallization by molecular hybridization. Well-defined and controlled assemblies of metal NPs have important applications in the fields of medical science, electronics, optics and catalysis. The assembly of multiple NPs has gained much attention because plasmonic coupling between metal particles results in the enhancement of electric fields, which is greatly dependent on the inter-particle spacing. It is well known that there is specific complementary binding of adenine with thymine and cytosine with guanine leading to the formation of helical duplex structure of double-stranded DNA, therefore making DNA a wonderful ligand or template in the assembly of metal NPs. As a result, the metallization can be effectively tuned by varying the number of DNA strands on metal NPs, the base sequence and the length and structure of DNA.
In a typical synthesis, one end of DNA was usually modified with a functional group suitable for binding with a metal surface. For example, thiol-modified DNA was usually employed to functionalize the Au or Ag NPs since there was strong interaction between the NPs and the mercapto-group of DNA. The assembly of multiple NPs to form dimer, trimer and multimer can be conducted through the complementary strand hybridization. Mirkin's group 249 first reported the construction of a macroscopic network via complementary DNA hybridization in which two sets of non-complementary alkanethiol group terminated DNA were utilized to functionalize citrate-stabilized Au NPs. Then linker DNA was introduced and the NPs could self-assemble into aggregates based on the molecular hybridization. 249 Afterwards, it was reported that Pt NPs could be decorated with a discrete number of DNA molecules and the Pt-DNA could be separated by gel electrophoresis. Interestingly, the Pt NPs can be assembled into dimer, trimer, core-satellite heteronanostructures via complementary binding with DNA-conjugated Au NPs. 250 The DNA-origami approach, as a new technology, has particularly received high attention in recent years and was widely applied as a template to assemble metal NPs since it can facilitate more stable and precise assembly of NPs on it. One of the typical examples was reported by Ding et al. 251 Using triangular DNA origami as a template, six Au NPs covered by the corresponding thiolated complementary DNA strands can be assembled on the template through three DNA complementary hybridizations, generating linear chain of different-sized Au NPs with well-controlled orientation and spacing less than 10 nm. Pal et al. 252 employed a similar triangular-shaped DNA origami structure to assemble DNA-Ag-NPs through a two-step procedure. Firstly, triangular-shaped DNA origami displaying capture strands at predetermined locations was prepared. Then Ag NPs functionalized with chimeric phosphorothioated DNA was hybridized with capture strands on the DNA origami. After the assembly, discrete and well-ordered Ag nanoarchitectures with precisely tunable inter-particle distances from 94 to 29 nm as well as a trimeric architecture were constructed with high yield.
Assembly and size control of DNA-templated MNMs
(a) One-dimensional structures. 1D structures including NWs and chain-like structures can be constructed through a DNAtemplated synthesis. DNA-templated synthesis of metal NWs can be conducted not only in the solution but also on the solid surface. For the solution synthesis, it can be directly fabricated through the self-assembly of NPs on the long DNA template. Rapid self-assembly of Au NPs into NWs on double-stranded DNA was proposed by mixing a proper concentration of DNA with Au salt and irradiating the mixture with UV light. 253 However, the length of as-prepared NWs through such a solution procedure was usually shorter than the origin DNA template since various multivalent cationic molecules/complexes could cause the transition of DNA conformation. 253 For example, the interaction between Pd(II) and DNA lead to the bending of the DNA base planes. 254 In order to generate the highly ordered and aligned NWs, DNA was immobilized on a solid substrate and then metalized through electroless deposition. An excellent example was the molecular combing technology to arrange l-DNA into a stretch and parallel style on a mica surface. 255 Specifically, the metal ions quickly absorbed onto negatively charged DNA backbones through the electrostatic interaction and followed by the chemical reduction of the absorbed metal ions. 255 Parallel and uniform Pd NWs with an average diameter of about 30 nm can be produced. 255 Similarly, 3 nm tall Cu NWs could be fabricated by aligning the l-DNA on a silicon surface and treating it with aqueous Cu(NO 3 ) 2 , which was further reduced by AA. 256 Alternatively, the DNA-templated Au NWs with controllable interval could also be fabricated using surfacepatterning techniques. 257 Another basic one-dimensional self-assembly structure was chain-like structure, which was usually constructed through the hybridization of complementary oligonucleotide strands functionalized on the surface of metal NPs. As an example, Barrow et al. 258 showed the synthesis of onedimensional linear chains containing 1-6 Au NPs with interparticle spacing of about 1 nm via DNA assembly.
(b) Two-dimensional structures. With the development of DNA nanotechnology, 2D and 3D DNA pattern such as DNA origami can be constructed, therefore promoting the fabrication of DNAmetal complex with more complicated structure. For example, 2D array of Pd NWs could be successfully fabricated by the metallization of a 2D-aligned DNA sample (Fig. 17a) . 255 As another example, a circuit-like DNA origami structure was employed as a template and conductive Au and Cu nanostructures on Si surfaces can be fabricated through the multiple Pd seeding step. 259 Moreover, the rectangular origami was utilized as a template to build the Au-DNA 2D structure. 260 
Functionalized
Au NPs were attached onto each corner of the modified DNA origami template, leading to the formation of various tetramer structures (Fig. 17b) . The as-synthesized tetramer exhibited a significant Raman signal enhancement after attaching the Raman-active molecules to the metal NPs.
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(c) Three-dimensional structures. Compared to 1D and 2D structures, the preparation of highly symmetric 3D DNA-metal complex is more challenging. For example, Au NPs could be assembled into 3D architectures including stacked rings, single spirals, double spirals, and nested spirals through the interaction between NPs and DNA (Fig. 18) . 261 Conjugation of Au NP with a single DNA strand incorporated Au NPs into a planar DNA tile array, with the tendency to form the DNA tube because of the systematic steric and electrostatic repulsion effects. 261 The size of Au NPs was demonstrated to have a great influence on the tube conformation. 261 Recently, 3D asymmetric tetramer was constructed by organizing four identical Au NPs on a rigid DNA origami template. 262 The chiral structural symmetry and the strong plasmonic resonant coupling between the Au NPs could give rise to the pronounced circular dichroism.
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(d) Size control of DNA-templated metal NPs. For the size control of DNA-templated metal NPs, the reducing agent, the ratio between the metal precursor and DNA, and the conformation of DNA was demonstrated to play a vital role. Hatakeyama et al. 
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synthesized DNA-Pd nanostructures by using l-DNA as the template. The effect of the Pd(II) concentration and reducing agent on the morphology of Pd NPs was studied. The result indicated that the increase of Pd(II) concentration resulted in the formation of larger NPs when using NaBH 4 as the reducing agent. And the size distribution of Pd NPs synthesized by using NaBH 4 was broader than those by using ascorbic acids. Kundu et al. 253 found that the eventual diameter of the particles in the range of 10-50 nm can be tuned by controlling the ratio between DNA and Au salt. Zheng et al. 236 investigated the influence of DNA structure and Ag(I)/base ratios on the size of as-prepared Ag NPs. Results illustrated that lowering the Ag(I)/ base ratio gave rise to the decrease in the size of Ag NPs. The formation of Ag NPs was also affected by the DNA structure. When using G-quadruplex and duplex DNA as a template, Ag NPs measuring 1.6 nm can be prepared, which was compared to Ag NPs of 3.9 nm synthesized by I-motif DNA. Rotaru and coworkers 264 
Interfaces of bio-metal systems for some applications
As discussed above, novel MNMs with interesting shape and assembly structure could be facilely synthesized with the assistance of the bio-inspired candidates. Furthermore, it can take advantage of readily available and green resources of bio-inspired candidates. Therefore, it has become a viable alternative to the traditional chemical and physical methods of synthesis of MNMs. Meanwhile, bio-inspired MNMs have been of great interest for applications in catalysis, sensing, antimicrobials, therapy, imaging and many others.
Catalysis
MNMs are attractive for the development of efficient catalysts owing to their large surface-to-volume ratio. The fabrication of green nanocatalysts that addresses energy and environmental concerns can be facilely achieved by the bio-inspired synthesis. Conventionally, micronized or nanosized supports that are usually needed to immobilize metal NPs to bridge the gap between bulk supports and NPs, make NPs highly dispersed and reduce the metal amount. Basically, there are two types of bio-inspired nanocatalysts, i.e. bio-supported metal catalyst and bio-MNM-support catalyst. For the former, the bio-inspired candidates are simultaneously employed as supports to immobilize bio-inspired MNMs in situ. For the latter, well-dispersed bio-inspired MNMs are immobilized onto some conventional supports (e.g. metal oxides). Although considerable progress has been made in the above bio-inspired synthesis, catalytic applications of bio-inspired MNMs, especially metal NPs, have been received much attention only in recent years. 4.1.1 Bio-supported metal catalysts (a) Microorganism-supported metal catalysts. As far as enzymatic reduction was concerned, isolation of intracellular NPs for catalytic applications was difficult and microorganisms used for production of extracellular NPs only have to be extensively screened. 10, 266 In the case of non-enzymatic reduction, though only extracellular NPs can be formed, they tightly adhere to microorganisms and are also hard to isolate from the cell surface. Hence, it is not easy to load microbially biosynthesized NPs onto conventional catalytic supports. However, from the viewpoint of bio-metal composites, dual functions of microorganisms as reductive scaffolds for NPs and supports for catalytic applications could circumvent the isolation of NPs from the microorganisms. Some earlier reports were demonstrated by Macaskie et al., who showed the use of bacteria-supported Pd catalysts in the dechlorination of polychlorinated biphenyls, [267] [268] [269] [270] [271] [272] reduction of Cr(VI), 67, 273 hydrogenation of itaconic acid 274 and 2-butyne-1,4-diol. 275 Such Pd catalysts for the dechlorination of polychlorinated biphenyls were superior to those commercialized. 276 Furthermore, such catalysts can be extended to the realm of carbon-carbon bond formation (such as SuzukiMiyaura and Mizoroki-Heck reactions). 277 Results showed that the properties of similar Pd catalysts for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling and hydrogenation reactions were affected by the ratio of biomass to Pd. 278 In addition, the stable and recyclable Pd-NP/E. coli catalysts could be developed for the deracemization of racemic amines 279 while Pd catalysts for the abatement of halogenated contaminants could be prepared by fermentative bacterial strains without extra hydrogen as the electron donor. 280 Recently, the Pd-NP/P.pastoris catalysts exhibited higher stability for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP), based on the pretreatment of the cells with aqueous HCl, aqueous NaOH and methylation of amino groups. 85 The enhanced stability can be attributed to smaller Pd NPs, better dispersion of the Pd NPs, and stronger binding forces of the pretreated P. pastoris. 85 Similarly, the environmentally benign Au-NP/P. pastoris catalysts for the reduction of 4-NP were facilely achieved by biosorption and subsequent bioreduction. 37 Compared with the two other catalysts prepared by introducing an extraneous reductant, the Au-NP/P. pastoris composites exhibited superior and durable activity. Due to the synergistic effects of bimetals, microbial biosynthesis of bimetallic nanocatalysts has been studied in recent years, [281] [282] [283] [284] e.g. PdFe, 284 AuPd, [281] [282] [283] showed that the average size of the Pd NPs was about 11 nm and changed slightly after the dichromate reduction. In contrast to the Pd-loaded chips in the absence of TMV, the Pd-TMV chips showed high durability for the catalytic reaction. 289 They also showed that the catalytic activity of the chips correlated well with the surface density of Pd-TMV and the surface area of the chips. 141 Their recent study showed that the reaction kinetics of dichromate reduction can be represented by the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model, which involves competing surface adsorption of dichromate and formic acid on the active Pd surface to start the surface reaction. 119 Dichromate was shown to have substantially stronger adsorption onto the Pd nanocatalyst surface than formic acid. The Pd catalyzed dichromate reduction with formic acid as the electron donor is a size sensitive reaction, where larger Pd particle size tends to have higher catalytic activity per Pd surface area. Meanwhile, TMV-templated Pd nanocatalysts with lower loading density showed higher catalytic efficiency (per Pd surface area). 119 Also, the Pd-TMV nanocatalysts could be applied to the ligandfree Suzuki coupling reaction toward value-added chemical synthesis. 290 A moderately high temperature clearly facilitated the Pd-TMV catalyzed Suzuki reaction. Reaction condition studies demonstrated that the solvent ratio played an important role in the selectivity of the Suzuki reaction, and that a higher water/acetonitrile ratio significantly facilitated the crosscoupling pathway. 290 Through a virus-templated approach, active metal components can be integrated with metal oxides on the scaffold of viruses to obtain nanocatalysts. For example, Au-Co 3 O 4 NWs could be fabricated by the genetically modified M13 virus and used as building blocks for lithium ion battery electrodes.
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M13 viruses were also used as biological templates to co-assemble Au and IrO 2 to enhance electron mobility in the NWs for an electrochromic anode material. 291 The Au string structure beneath reported Pd NPs could be produced in Arabidopsis. Heating the plant-embedded Pd NPs at 300 1C or 800 1C led to the Pd-P-300 and Pd-P-800 catalysts, respectively. And the carbonized Pd-P-300 can act as an efficient catalyst for Suzuki-Miyaura reactions involving I, Br and Cl leaving groups, which outperformed the commercial catalysts Pd on carbon 10% (Pd/C) and Pd(OAc) 2 . 42 Compared with the Pd-P-300 catalyst, a marked increase of diameter and size distribution of Pd NPs was found in the Pd-P-800 catalyst, which was detrimental to the catalytic activity.
(d) Protein-supported metal catalysts. Proteins have been recently recognized as a new class of supports for stabilizing and protecting NPs. Protein matrices had been shown to be especially effective in gaining narrow size distributions and maintaining long-term dispersion stability of metal NPs. In view of this, a highly catalytic efficiency came up by using proteintemplated MNMs as catalysts. For instance, the polyphenolgrafted collagen fiber-templated Au NPs with different sizes were active heterogeneous catalysts for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol in aqueous phase. 293 The catalytic behaviors of as-prepared Au NPs depended on the particle size and the grafting degree of polyphenol. It was found that the smaller size Au NP would significantly promote the accessibility of reactants to the active center of catalyst and thus enhance the catalytic reduction rate. However, a high grafting degree of polyphenol with abundant phenolic hydroxyls would hinder the diffusion of reactant toward the active sites of catalyst and eventually lead to its deactivation. A distinct advantage of collagen-templated Au nanocatalysts is that they can be easily recovered and reused at least twenty times, because of the high stability completed by biomolecules.
Quite recently, ultra-small metal clusters stabilized by proteins show superior catalytic activity due to their high surface energy that makes the surface atoms fairly active. They are widely used as catalysts and enzyme mimics. For example, Kanbak-Aksu et al. prepared the Pd-NPs of uniform size (5 AE 1 nm) using the ferritin cage from P. furiosus. 294 The high thermal stability of PfFerritin makes it an attractive alternative to the commonly used mesophilic analogs. The resulting Pd-ferritin nanohybrids showed high purity and high robustness, which were used for highly specific aerobic oxidation of alcohols in water. As a matter of fact, the catalytic activity of protein-metal NPs can be further enhanced through formation of the alloy NMs. For example, Suzuki et al.
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reported that apo-ferritin templated Au/Pd bimetallic NPs had the improved catalytic reactivity for olefin hydrogenations compared with Pd NPs alone used. Therefore, in order to obtain the optimal catalyst, an alternative way is to fabricate the different types of bimetallic NPs in protein templates. Enzymes are a kind of important proteins that can catalyze a wide range of reactions. They have been involved as templates for the synthesis of metal NPs with enhanced activity. Interestingly, many manmade nanostructures have enzyme-like activities, which can replace the natural enzymes. Compared with the native enzymes, the nanomaterial-based enzyme mimics have the advantages of low cost and greater resistance to extremes of pH and temperature and lower sensitivity to proteases, which can be potentially used in the fields of food processing, agriculture, chemical industry and medicine. Protein-templated metal NPs have been considered as one of the most important nanoenzymes due to their highly chemical stability, enhanced catalytic ability, easy preparation, as well as excellent biocompatibility.
For example, Jiang et al. 295 synthesized paired Au clusters could efficiently catalyze oxidation of 3,3,5,5-teramethylbenzidine (TMB) in the presence of H 2 O 2 to produce a color change. This can be developed for the colorimetic sensor of glucose. Compared to the natural horseradish peroxidase (HRP), it was found that the Au-Ft clusters had a much higher catalytic activity to TMB. The kinetic parameters exhibited a lower K m value and a higher K cat value for TMB than that of horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The catalytic mechanism is a ping-pong mechanism. The Au-Ft was reacted with H 2 O 2 to release the hydroxyl radical (HO ).
The generated HO would efficiently attack TMB to become oxidized TMB. BSA-templated Pt NPs with peroxidase-like activity can catalyze the oxidation of various chromogenic, fluorogenic, and chemiluminescent substrates in the presence of H 2 O 2 . Kinetic studies indicate that BSA-templated Pt NPs have a much higher affinity for H 2 O 2 than the other Pt NPs. 296 The BSA shell plays an important role in maintaining the robust stability of Pt NPs. Even in a high ionic strength environment (2 M NaCl), the catalytic activity can be completely preserved. Meanwhile, the short-term stability of BSA-templated Pt NPs was compared with that of HRP. HRP lost its catalytic stability dramatically in a short time and most of the activity after 24 h. However, the catalytic activity of BSA-templated Pt NPs remained unchanged in the time periods. The good biocompatibility, easy modification either chemically or biologically, these excellent properties make the BSA-templated NPs an ideal candidate for a wide range of potential applications as peroxidase mimics. San et al. 297 employed peptidases (PepA) as templates to synthesize ultrasmall Pt NPs (0.9-3.2 nm) as a multifunctional nanocatalyst. The resulting composites (denoted as bioinorganic nanohybrid catalyst) kept the catalytic activities of both the proteins and metal NPs. They could combine to carry out the multistep synthesis of the desired compounds. PepA could be an excellent component of robust biomaterial, as it not only performed the enzymatic function but also stabilized the performance of inorganic NPs, meanwhile, largely reduced the cytoxicity of Pt NPs. In a similar way, various inorganic NMs could be combined with enzymes to catalyze the synthesis of chemical compounds.
Although the existence of protein shells can keep the catalyst stability, they also made an impact on the catalytic activities of NPs at the same time. Kim et al. used three proteins (aminopeptidase PepA, serine endoprotease DegP and Clp protease) to synthesize Pt NPs and compared their catalytic activities as scavengers of reactive oxygen species (ROS). 298 Of the three synthesized protein-Pt NPs, PepA-Pt NPs was found to be the most effective ROS quencher, indicating that the catalytic activity of protein-shelled Pt NPs is largely affected by the physicochemical properties of their protein shells. This means that in designing protein-metal catalysts, it is necessary to screen proteins to optimize the functionality of the resulting materials.
(e) DNA-supported metal catalysts. As an important biopolymer, DNA can be used as a template to synthesize many metal NPs and the as-synthesized DNA-metal NPs complex has been considered to be a heterogeneous catalyst in many organic reactions. For example, Kundu et al. 253 reported the synthesis of organized assemblies of Au NPs on a DNA template through a simple photochemical route, which can be used to catalyze the reduction of 4-nitroaniline. The DNA-Au NWs exhibited a higher activity than other methods using either spherical or anisotropic Au NPs due to the high surface-to-volume ratio and the widely exposed active surface of the NWs. 253 The nonuniform structure containing some edges and corners was an important additional factor, leading to the increase of the catalytic reaction rates. 253 Very recently, Auyeung et al. 299 explored a strategy for the synthesis of catalytically active supported Au NP superlattices. DNA was introduced to direct the assembly of NPs into well-defined architectures. Then the as-synthesized superlattices were embedded in silica and calcined to provide access to the catalytic NP surface sites. The calcined superlattices showed good catalytic activity towards the oxidation of 4-hydroxybenzyl alcohol, which was in sharp contrast to the DNA-functionalized Au NPs (unsupported) as well as the uncalcined superlattice. The structure of DNA has a great influence on the properties of metal NPs, which in turn affects the catalytic performance. In addition to the typical Watson-Crick duplex conformation, there were a variety of structures like G-quadruplex, I-motif, and other DNA assembled superstructures via base pairing interactions. Zheng et al. 236 prepared well dispersed Ag NPs with very small size using three different DNA templates with polymorphic structures. Using the reduction of 4-NP as a model reaction, the I-motif DNA-templated Ag NPs showed the highest rate constant, followed by the G-quadruplex DNA-templated Ag and the duplex DNA-templated Ag. Results suggested that the conformation of DNA is closely associated with the catalytic performance, which can provide some guidance to the design of multi-site metal nanocatalysts. However, most of the synthetic DNA molecules were expensive and usually required harsh reaction conditions, thus limiting the mass production and its development in catalytic application to a large extent. Using natural DNA as the template to synthesize metal NPs has gained more and more attention due to the low cost and its abundant storage in nature. Fish sperm DNA was usually considered as a building block to synthesize DNA-templated metal catalysts. Wang et al. 300 prepared several kinds of metal-DNA nanohybrids (including Au, Pd, Ag and Pt) by natural fish sperm in a large scale and employed them as the catalysts for the corresponding organic reactions. For the hydrogenation of nitrophenyl compounds to aniline derivatives, the prepared Pd-DNA nanohybrid exhibited higher catalytic performance than the Au-DNA and Ag-DNA nanohydrids. But towards the aerobic oxidation of 1-phenylethynol to acetophenone, the Au-DNA showed the highest catalytic reactivity. Furthermore, these metal-DNA nanohybrids can be well reused with combined unique features of DNA and metal NPs. 300 Qu et al. 301 applied the natural calf thymus DNA as a mediator to construct modified DNA-graphene-Pd hybrid materials in which well dispersed Pd NPs with ca. 4.8 nm were densely assembled on the graphene surface. The DNAgraphene-Pd catalyst showed the best activity and durability for formic acid electro-oxidation compared with the commercial Pd/C catalyst and PVP-mediated graphene-Pd NPs. 301 It also can be used as an efficient and recyclable catalyst for the organic Suzuki reaction in aqueous solution under aerobic conditions. DNA was regarded as an important factor for the high catalytic activity because DNA can not only interact strongly with graphene sheets through p-p stacking but also chelate Pd via dative bonding.
Interfacing bio-metal and conventional supports
(1) Monometallic catalysts. Among precious metals, Au has long thought to be chemically inert as it is very stable. Au catalysts for CO oxidation, selective oxidation of olefins and alcohols have attracted increasing attention in recent years. 302 In a very early report, based on non-enzymatic reduction by bacteria, a highly dispersive Au/a-Fe 2 O 3 catalyst was prepared by in situ reduction of the Au(III) ions impregnated on an a-Fe 2 O 3 support to Au particles with a mean size of 5 nm. 303 The catalyst showed good catalytic properties for CO oxidation. However, there have been few reports on the fabrication of supported metal catalysts by loading microorganism-mediated metal NPs onto a conventional support. Instead, well-dispersed metal NPs that are synthesized by reduction with plant extract have been further loaded on the conventional support to fabricate active metal catalysts in recent years. Basically, two specific procedures were provided, namely, the sol-immobilization (SI) method and adsorption-reduction (AR) method. 304 For the former method, the catalysts are prepared via immobilization of plant-mediated metal NPs on the support. For the latter method, it is designed via pre-adsorption of metal ions on the support followed by in situ reduction of metal ions with plant extract. As far as plant-mediated Au catalysts are concerned, a successful example is the fabrication of efficient Au/TS-1 catalysts for gas-phase epoxidation of propylene, liquid-phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol and liquid-phase epoxidation of styrene. Au/TS-1 catalysts with high propylene oxide yields and remarkable stability could be prepared by immobilizing the biosynthesized Au sol on TS-1 supports for gas phase epoxidation of propylene with H 2 -O 2 mixture. 304 Under optimal conditions (Si/Ti molar ratio of 35, Au loading of 1 wt%, plant extract of 10 g L À1 , K doping amounts of (K : Au = 0.2 : 1) and immobilization pH of 2, reaction temperature of 573 K and space velocity of 4000 mL g cat À1 h
À1
), propylene conversion of 16.7%, selectivity of 65.7% to propylene oxide, H 2 efficiency of 24.6% and propylene oxide formation rate of 103.2 g PO kg cat À1 h À1 were achieved. 305 Furthermore, the plausible reaction routes over the bioreduction catalysts were clarified. Acrolein (apparent formation activation energies: 35 kJ mol
) and propylene oxide (29 kJ mol À1 ) were the major primary products at the initial stage of the reaction, while CO 2 (64 kJ mol 306 The isoelectric point (IEP) of TS-1 (35) was shifted from the pH value of 2.6 to 8.0. 306 Therefore, the Au NPs with negative charges can be fully adsorbed on the TS-1 support by the electrostatic attractive forces. And the interaction between Au NPs and TS-1 supports by the ILEI method was stronger than that by acidifying the colloid solution. 306 Compared to the Au/TS-1 catalysts without IL, the Au/TS-1-IL catalysts showed enhancement of catalytic performance, as shown in Fig. 19 . Based on the plant-mediated Au/TS-1-IL catalysts, the propylene conversion of 14.6% and PO formation rate of 164.4 g po kg cat À1 h À1 were higher than those in any other report 307, 308 in which some traditional methods were adopted to prepare the catalysts. Moreover, the Au/TS-1 catalysts can also be used to catalyze liquid-phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol or epoxidation of styrene with H 2 O 2 as the oxidant. 309, 310 Based on optimized parameters for catalyst preparation (AR method, Au loading of 0.3 wt%, and support Si/Ti molar ratio of 35), benzyl alcohol conversion of 67% and benzaldehyde selectivity of 84% were achieved. The kinetics and mechanism of oxidation of benzyl alcohol with H 2 O 2 over the plant-mediated Au/TS-1 catalysts have been reported after eliminating mass transfer resistances. 311 By fitting the kinetic data using the power-rate law model, the orders of the reaction with respect to benzyl alcohol, H 2 O 2 , benzaldehyde and catalyst were found to be 0.55, 0.22, À0.35 and 1.06, respectively, with an activation energy of 38.2 kJ mol
from an Arrhenius plot. These fractional orders indicate that the species were adsorbed on the catalyst surface leading to the product, benzaldehyde. In the case of epoxidation of styrene, styrene conversion of 92.7% and selectivity to styrene oxide of 90.4% were achieved, which were comparable or even superior to those reported in the literature. 310 An appropriate size of Au NPs was essential for the excellent catalytic performance while the interaction between the Au NPs and the TS-1 support should be tuned by adjusting the calcination temperature. 310 Recycling tests of the plant-mediated Au/TS-1 catalysts manifested their durability and reusability for the two reactions. CO oxidation has been usually used as a classical model reaction to study supported Au catalysts. In a earlier report, Vilchis-Nestor et al. 312 demonstrated the ''one-step'' plant-mediated synthesis method (using sinensis extract) for the preparation of Au and AgAu catalysts supported on a SiO 2 -Al 2 O 3 (SA) material and their catalytic activity in the oxidation and hydrogenation of CO. The bimetallic AgAu/SA sample showed better behavior in the CO oxidation while the Au/SA monometallic sample showed superior catalytic performance in hydrogenation of CO. 312 Recently, Du et al. 313 investigated the effect of Au particle size on Au/TiO 2 catalysts for CO oxidation based on the biosynthesis with C. camphora extract. The mean size of the Au NPs on the TiO 2 surfaces ranging from 2.9 to 5.1 nm was obtained by changing the calcination temperatures and the extract concentration. It can be seen from Fig. 20 that the catalytic activity decreased with increasing Au NP particle size from 3.8 AE 0.6 to 5.1 AE 0.9 nm or decreasing Au NP size from 3.8 AE 0.6 to 2.9 AE 0.6 nm. The catalyst with 3.8 AE 0.6 nm Au NPs showed the best catalytic performance. The dramatic difference in the catalyst activity due to the variation in the size of Au particle further validates the sizedependent effect of Au NPs. The different size of the Au NPs produced various contact boundaries between the Au NPs and the TiO 2 support. For the most active catalysts, hemispherical Au NPs (3.8 AE 0.6 nm) had the best contact boundary with the TiO 2 support, yielding the longest perimeter interface (Fig. 21) , suggesting that the contact boundary was the most critical factor for the CO oxidation. Recently, Yang et al. 314 reported green and rapid microwave-assisted and plant-mediated Ag NPs with C. camphora leaf extract, and their immobilization onto CeO 2 towards efficient catalyst for CO oxidization. The catalyst prepared by the bioreduction method had a satisfactory activity with regard to the lower Ag loading, low-oxygen conditions and higher space velocity, compared with those reported in other literature. 314 They also demonstrated that the microwaveassisted biosynthesis of Ag NPs with plant extract could be extended to fabrication of efficient Ag/ZrO 2 for selective oxidation of 1,2-propanediol. 315 Ag/a-Al 2 O 3 catalysts were also prepared for epoxidation of ethylene by the AR method with C. camphora extract. For the influence of Ag precursors, the catalyst prepared from Ag-ethylenediamine complex exhibited better activity compared to the catalysts from the Ag-ammonia complex and AgNO 3 . 316 Ag/ a-Al 2 O 3 catalysts could also be prepared through the thermal decomposition method assisted by C. camphora extract. 317 The calcination temperature and C. camphora extract amount in the preparation process were critical to catalysts with higher activities. It was found that 600 1C was the best calcination temperature, below the temperature Ag(I) from the AgNO 3 precursor was still detected and above the temperature Ag NPs started to agglomerate. With the increase of C. camphora extract concentration, the sizes of the resulting Ag particles decreased. Compared with the traditional thermolysis method, the sintering and aggregation behaviors of Ag NPs were alleviated with the assistance of plant extract. Active hydrogenation catalysts could be also obtained with the assistance of plant-mediated synthesis of MNMs. Recently, green and reusable Pd/g-Al 2 O 3 catalysts for 2-ethyl-9,10-anthraquinone hydrogenation were fabricated by the AR method with C. Platycladi extract as both a reductive and a protective agent. 318 The maximum H 2 O 2 yield of 96.4% could be achieved at lower reaction temperature (40 1C) than those in the literature. 318 Following synthesis of Pt NPs with C. Platycladi extract, 45 the plant-mediated Pt/TiO 2 catalyst was fabricated for the hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde to cinnamyl alcohol. 319 In addition to Pd and Pt catalysts, Ru-based catalysts have been applied to hydrogenation processes. Ma et al. 320 reported colloidal Ru NPs were prepared by the reduction with C. Platycladi extract and then immobilized onto carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and activated carbon (AC). Ru/CNTs was successfully applied to the hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane under mild conditions without using any solvents. 320 Under optimized conditions, such as a Ru loading of 2 wt%, preparation temperature of 60 1C, calcination temperature of 500 1C, reaction temperature of 80 1C, pressure of 4 MPa, and the time length of 0.5 h, almost 100% yield of cyclohexane could be obtained. Similarly, the Ru/AC catalyst could be also used for selective hydrogenation of maleic anhydride with both CQC and CQO bonds. 321, 322 Results showed that the monometallic Ru was effective in the hydrogenation of CQC bond to the saturated succinic anhydride, since the hydrogenation of CQC bond was promoted.
A maximum yield of 99.2% was obtained over 2.0% Ru/AC. 321 Efficient photocatalysts assisted by bio-inspired synthesis with plant extract were also reported. For example, Tian et al. 323 demonstrated a bio-Ag-TiO 2 composite (with Ag NPs of 4.0 AE 0.7 nm, 1.3 wt%Ag) as a photoanode for enhanced photocurrent in dye-sensitized solar cells. The best performance was achieved with a short-circuit current of 11.8 mA cm À2 corresponding to a photoelectric conversion efficiency of 5.12%, higher than the glucose-Ag-TiO 2 and UV-Ag-TiO 2 DSSCs. The effective dye absorption phenomenon (residual hydroxyl group), high optical absorption phenomenon (because of the Ag plasmon effect) and electron injection efficiency (N719 dye) synergistically enhanced the performance of the DSSC system. 323 Very recently, it was reported that a bio-Au-SrTiO 3 composite (with Au NPs of 8.8 AE 3.2 nm, 3 wt%Au) was prepared by syzygium extract and used for H 2 evolution from formaldehyde aqueous solution without any additives at low temperature. 324 The high activity of the bio-Au-SrTiO 3 catalyst could be ascribed to the interaction 
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between hydroxyls (from biomass) and Au-SrTiO 3 which resulted in the formation of the Au(I)/Au species. 324 Also, the oxygen vacancies and organic biomass groups on the support may promote the activation of formaldehyde.
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(2) Bimetallic catalysts. Bimetallic NPs with alloy or coreshell structures are of great interest in catalysis due to their synergetic effect. The SI and AR methods can be adopted to prepare plant-mediated bimetallic nanocatalysts. For example, plant-mediated AuPd/MgO bimetallic catalysts were successfully fabricated and applied to the liquid phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde with molecular oxygen as the oxidant. 325 Bio-inspired MNMs possess satisfactory biocompatibility, good conductivity and extensive surface area, which were inherited from both bio-inspired candidates and metal NPs. For example, the unique properties of protein-stabilized MNMs to provide a suitable microenvironment for biomolecule immobilization retaining their biological activity, and to facilitate electron transfer between the immobilized proteins and electrode surfaces, have led to the intensive use of this kind of NMs for the construction of electrochemical biosensors with enhanced analytical performance. Due to their unique optical, electrical, thermal and catalytic properties, metal NPs have attracted considerable interest and have been employed for construction of various electrochemical sensors. Metal NPs as sensing elements could be immobilized on the working electrode surface via different methods including physical adsorption, chemical covalent bonding, electrodeposition and so on. Recently, the BSA-templated noble metal microspheres (Au, Ag and Pt) have been employed for developing different kinds of electrochemical biosensor and nanodevices. The as-prepared electrochemical sensors have many special functions and could be applied to the related biological/medical research field, covering cancer cell sensing, protein analysis, small molecule determination, and so on. For example, Ag@BSA microspheres were used as an electrochemical sensing interface for the sensitive detection of urinary retinal-binding protein. 225 On the one hand, the large surface area of Ag@BSA and the outside biocompatible BSA molecules can increase the amount of targeting molecules immobilized on the electrode surface, meanwhile keep the stability and bioactivity of the immobilized biomolecules. On the other hand, the inside Ag NPs could act as a good electric conductor to improve the electrochemical sensing ability. The immunsensor had a broader detection range and lower detection limit of RBP, revealing significant potential in clinical diagnosis. Besides fabricating the elecrochemical immunsensor, the BSA-templated Au microspheres (Au@BSA) were also used as the sensing layer for the preparation of electrochemical cytosensor based on electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) changes, as shown in Fig. 22 . 221 The prepared Au@BSA microspheres exhibited satisfactory biocompatibility for cell proliferation, providing a suitable platform for study of cell adhesion and detection. The unique 3D architecture and high hydrophilicity of Au@BSA could strengthen the adhesive force between biomolecules and nanostructured substrates. The outside BSA layer can not only serve as a multifunctional interface to be easily functionalized with targeting molecules, but also maintain the bioactivity of immune substances and improve the water-solubility of the synthesized nanocomposites. Due to the excellent electro-conductivity of Au NPs, amplified electrochemical signals could be obtained and resulted in the greatly enhanced detection sensitivity. The Au@BSA composite microspheres are regarded as excellent electrochemical sensing materials, revealing a promising technique for early monitoring of tumor cells at a lower level.
Enzyme immobilization is very important in biosensor development. The kinetics, stability and specificity of immobilized enzyme might differ from that of the enzyme in homogeneous solution due to the structural change in immobilization. Therefore, the construction of the immobilized enzyme layer which can retain the enzyme's specific biological function is highly desired. In one of our recent studies, Pt-BSA microspheres are applied as a film forming material to construct a biosensing interface with glucose oxidase (GOx), as shown in Fig. 23 . 222 The electrocatalytic activity toward oxygen reduction was significantly enhanced due to the excellent bioactivity of the anchored GOx and superior catalytic performance of interior Pt NPs. Furthermore, this as-proposed electrochemical sensor also revealed qualified storage stability, excellent fabrication reproducibility, as well as good selectivity, indicating a feasible strategy for a glucose level assay in practical applications. Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) is a kind of chemiluminescence triggered due to the high-energy electron transfer reaction between electro-generated species. BSA-templated Au fluorescent NCs have been used for the ECL detection of small molecules. For example, Li et al. reported ECL based on BSA-stabilized Au NCs on a modified indium tin oxide (ITO) surface using K 2 S 2 O 8 as the co-reactant 326 for the detection of dopamine. During the cathodic ECL process, the excited electrons were injected into the conduction band of ITO and then transferred to LUMO of BSA-stabilized Au 25 , resulting in the generation of Au 25 À .
The luminophore was oxidized by the same cathodically produced oxidizing radical, SO 4 À . When dopamine was added into the electrolyte, it was adsorbed on the surface of TiO 2 , forming a charge transfer complex. In this way, electrons can transfer from the dopamine ligands directly to the conduction band of TiO 2 , thus accelerating the electron injection into the conduction-band of ITO. Considering the fascinating features of good water solubility, low toxicity, ease of labeling and excellent stability, the BSA-templated Au NC could become an efficient candidate for novel ECL biosensor development. 328 The surface of as-prepared Au cluster is stabilized by a small amount of Au(I), which has a strong and specific interaction with Hg(II) ions. Based on the high-affinity metallophilic Hg(II)-Au(I) interactions, the red fluorescence of BSA-templated Au 25 NCs could be effectively quenched (Fig. 24) . The fluorescence intensity of BSA-templated Au 25 NCs decreased linearly over the Hg(II) concentration range of 1-20 nM. Additionally, it had a remarkably high selectivity for Hg(II) over other metal ions and a low LOD value (0.5 nM), which could be further developed as a paper test strip for Hg(II) monitoring. Similarly, BSA-templated Ag NCs were also used for Hg(II) detection. 216 Hg(II) ions can also be easily detected by the DNA-templated noble metal NCs. 329, 330 Zhu et al. synthesized DNA-templated Au NCs and introduced it as a probe for the detections of Hg(II) ions. 329 The formation of thymidine-Hg(II)-thymidine duplexes between DNA-templated Au NCs and Hg(II) Pb(II) detection was also explored by using BSA-templated fluorescent Cu quantum clusters. However, the quenching mechanism is totally different from the above-mentioned metallophilic interactions. It was attributed to the quantum clusters aggregation induced by the complexation between BSA and Pb(II) ions, which was evidenced by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements.
BSA-templated noble metal NCs can also be used for toxic anion detection. For example, Lu et al. utilized BSA-templated Au NCs for cyanide detection in water. Cyanide is one of the most toxic anions in the environment. 331 It can directly cause the death of human beings in a short time by depressing the central nervous system. Cyanide is able to form a very-stable Au(CN) 2 À complex with Au(0) via strong covalent bonding (etching process), thus, leading to the fluorescence quenching of Au NCs. Moreover, the BSA-templated Au sensor has a highly specificity towards cyanide over other anions, which is due to the unique Elsner reaction between cyanide and Au atoms. The simple, ''green'' sensing system has a great potential for the reliable detection of cyanide in water, food, soil as well as some biological samples. DNA-templated noble metal NCs have also found their application in the detection of other metal ions such as K(I) 332 and Cu(II) 333 ions, and many biomolecules including thiols compounds, 334, 335 DNA/RNA 336, 337 and proteins. 338, 339 In addition to the above ''turn-off'' pattern, a ''turn-on'' pattern was also developed. For example, Lan et al. 333 found that the fluorescence intensity of the DNA-templated Cu/Ag NCs was enhanced when Cu(II) ions were introduced into a solution containing the DNA and Ag(I). Increasing the Cu(II) concentration up to 250 nM would lead to continued fluorescence enhancement. Huang et al. 334 employed a series of DNA templates to fabricate Ag NCs and then studied the effect of DNA length and base composition on the fluorescent responses of DNA-templated Ag NCs. The results demonstrated that the fluorescent response patterns toward thiol compounds was template-dependent and the fluorescence intensities could be enhanced when using a series of polycytosine DNA as the template. This turn-on assay can be applied for the sensitive and specific detection of thiol compounds.
Colorimetric sensors.
In recent years, colorimetric nanosensors have become popular because they provide several practical advantages, including the ability for naked-eye visualization, cost effectiveness, simplicity, portability and a low detection limit. 340 Of all the NMs, Au NPs are widely used for the colorimetric assays. The sensing mechanism is due to the color changes of Au NPs, which are sensitive to the size, shape, capping agents, medium refractive index and the aggregation state of Au NPs. Since there have been many reviews that have extensively described the Au NPs-based colorimetric assays, herein, we mainly introduce the emerging metal nanoenzymebased colorimetric assays. The detection of glucose concentration in blood is an especially important part of monitoring the health of an individual. Nanoenzyme is becoming a novel tool for glucose detection due to its low cost, high chemical stability, simplicity, as well as excellent biocompatibility. Based on the intrinsic peroxidase catalytic activity of apoferritin paired Au clusters (Au-Ft), 295 a colorimetric detection system has been developed for glucose detection. The linear range of glucose concentrations is from 2.0 mM to 10 mM, which is fit for the practical application. In addition, other saccharides will not interfere with the detection of glucose, revealing the good selectivity. Thus, the protein-Au NMs can be regarded as a new future candidate for glucose sensor development. 4.2.4 Gas or humidity sensors. Bio-inspired MNMs have also been used for gas sensing. An earlier report was demonstrated by Ankamwar et al., 163 who showed the electrical response of Au films comprising plant-mediated Au nanoplates during exposure to different organic solvent vapors. Results indicated that the film resistance was a strong function of the polarity of the vapor molecules (e.g. acetone and methanol). 163 Recently,
Moon et al. 342 showed highly sensitive H 2 sensors based on Pd NWs through straightforward templated assembly by the M13 bacteriophage. Furthermore, Moon et al. 343 demonstrated a facile, site-specific virus-templated assembly method for the fabrication of sensitive hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S) gas sensors at room temperature. The M13 bacteriophage served to organize Au NPs into linear arrays which were used as seeds for subsequent nanowire formation through electroless deposition. 343 Based on cationic genetically engineered M13 viral particles and anionic spherical Au NPs, Mao et al. 344, 345 reported the integration of LBL assembly and virus-templated nanoparticle assembly to fabricate virus-based nanocomposite films. It was interesting that the virus-based nanocomposite films were successfully used for humidity sensing, which was little reported previously. 344 Specifically, the longitudinal band of the SPR spectra of the Au nanorods exhibited a large red-shift upon increasing the water content in the organic-solvent-water mixture. 344 4.2.5 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering. SERS can provide ultrasensitive and non-destructive detection of chemical molecules on metal substrates. 346 Some researchers have explored the SERS applications of bio-inspired MNMs in recent years. Table 6 presents some examples of SERS applications of bio-inspired MNMs in recent years. As shown, Ag and Au NMs with various shapes (e.g. microspheres, NFs, NWs, nanohorns, ''meatball'', sea urchin, etc.) as well as bimetallic AuPd NPs (alloy and coreshell structure) were employed. And a satisfactory SERS enhancement towards a series of probe molecules can be achieved by the bio-inspired MNMs, which is comparable or superior to those MNMs prepared using chemical methods. [347] [348] [349] An excellent example was reported by Yang et al., 350 who synthesized hollow Ag microspheres with a huge and rough surface area assisted using a surfactant-free bacteria-templated method. The large and rough surface as well as nanoporous structures confers the advantage of much higher absorption of 4-mercaptopyridine molecules and abundant ''hot spots'' between ''Ag islands''. 350, 351 It was also reported that, through the aforementioned MSD approach, closely packed and polycrystalline Au NWs and nanohorns exhibited excellent Raman enhancement. 98, 99, 101, 103 Interestingly, chemically difficult-to-synthesize Au nanohorns possessed nanopores in their walls, which favored entrapping of probe molecules for effective SERS detection. 101 As discussed above, combining plant-mediated synthesis and other reagents/methods can give rise to complicated and hierarchical metal nanostructures. Such MNMs should be excellent options for SERS enhancement. For example, 3D Ag NFs by trisodium citrate-assisted biosynthesis could be employed as a SERS-sensitive platform for R6G detection at 10 À6 M. The densely packed petals offered confined space for excited hot spots. 182 Recently, interesting reports were demonstrated by Sun et al., 192, 193 who showed that biogenic flower-shaped alloy AuPd and core-shell Au@Pd NPs could serve as SERS-active substrates for the detection of R6G at 10 À8 M. The hierarchical and polycrystalline structures might provide some defects as a ''hot spot'' for Raman enhancement. 354 As far as the SERS enhancement with protein-templated MNMs was concerned, two earlier reports were demonstrated by a research group in the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 352, 353 They showed that 4-aminothiophenol could be tested on films of Au and Ag NPs through type I collagen-mediated synthesis and assembly. 352, 353 Later, Wang et al. reported interesting Au architectures that were very similar to sea urchin. Results showed that the Au urchin-like architectures possessed much higher SERS activity than the Au microspheres, using 4-mercaptopyridine as the probe molecule. 224 However, except the other bio-inspired MNMs, SERS application of virus-templated MNMs has been little reported. Much work has been focused on SERS detection of viruses 355 rather than SERS enhancement with virus-templated MNMs.
Antimicrobial
The microbial infections constitute a serious concern to public health, where the appearance and development of resistance to antibiotics are a challenging issue to modern medicine. Although NMs are considered as a ''rising star'' for the development of antimicrobial agents, 356 the poor dispersibility and thermal instability make them difficult for practical applications. Among metal NMs, Ag NPs have been considered as a new generation broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent. They display a low level of cytotoxicity to mammalian cells. The antimicrobial properties of Ag NPs depend on sizes, shape, surface oxidation or charge, and dispersion degree in medium. 
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Proteins are often employed as templates and stabilizers to prepare MNMs, providing excellent stability and desirable properties for various applications. Of all the proteins, lysozyme has attracted vast attention due to its antibacterial activity. Lysozyme is a nearly spherical protein (belonging to glycoside hydrolase) and has the antibacterial property primarily against bacteria via enzymatic hydrolysis of the peptidoglycian layer surrounding the cell membrane. Utilizing lysozyme as the template and stabilizer, some novel antimicrobial metal NMs and devices with enhanced activities have been synthesized. For example, Eby et al. 364 utilized hen egg white lysozyme acting as the reducing and stabilizing agent to catalyze the formation of Ag NPs in the presence of light. The use of lysozyme during the synthesis of Ag NPs is advantageous because it combines two different biocidal mechanisms into one composite: lysozyme mainly inhibits the growth of the Gram-type positive strains through its muramidase activity, while Ag NPs inhibited the growth of both Gram-type positive and negative strains by inhibiting membrane function and enzyme activity. The antimicrobial results showed that the lysozyme-Ag nanocomposites exhibited efficient antimicrobial activity against three representative bacterial strains (E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus anthracis) and one fungal strain (Candida albicans).
What is more, a strong antimicrobial effect against Ag-resistant Proteus mirabilis strains and a recombinant E. coli strain was observed. In addition, the toxicological studies showed that the lysozyme-Ag was nontoxic to human epidermal keratinocytes at concentrations sufficient to inhibit microbial growth. This is significant to develop a potent and safe biological reagent replacing the conventional antibiotics for aseptic and therapeutic use in the future. Spherical Ag NPs (3.5 nm in diameter) stabilized in collagen protein were prepared using a photochemical method. 229 The biocompatibility and cytotoxicity were evaluated in vitro on two primary cell lines: dermal fibroblast and epidermal keratinocytes. The results showed that both cell lines were not affected by Ag-NP@collagen NPs, revealing an excellent biocompatibility. Three bacterial species including B.megaterium, S.epidermidis and E.coli were selected to assess the antibacterial activity of Ag-NP@collagen NPs. The proposed system was found to have bactericidal properties against B.megaterium and E. colin but only bacteriostatic properties against S.epidermidis. Compared with Ag ions, the Ag@collagen NPs are about four times more active in equimolar concentrations of Ag content. The excellent antibacterial performance can be partially attributed to the stability of the Ag@collagen particle itself. Gelatin-templated Cu NPs were also reported for the antimicrobial studies. For example, Chatterjee et al. synthesized metallic Cu NPs using gelatin as the template. 365 The as-prepared Cu
NPs are about 50-60 nm in size and have a high stability. They can be stored for at least one month in an air-tight container without considerable oxidation. A series of experiments were carried out to demonstrate its antibacterial activity. The gelatin-templated Cu NPs showed a highly effective antibacterial ability against E. coli with a minimum inhibitory concentration of 3.0 mg mL À1 and a minimum bactericidal concentration of 7.5 mg mL
À1
. Besides E. coli, the antibacterial effect of gelatin-templated Cu NPs was also observed in Gram-positive Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus, revealing a potential antibacterial agent instead of antibiotics.
Silk fibroin was used as a biotemplate to produce Ag NPs in situ under both incandescent light and sunlight at room temperature for antibacterial applications. 366 The whole reaction process is rather environment-friendly and energy-saving, because it does not need any chemicals and only uses light as the power source. Tyr residues in silk fibroin backbone are thought to act in reducing roles. The as-prepared fibroin-Ag nanocomposites showed an effective antibacterial activity against the methicillinresistant Staphylcoccus aureus (S. aureus) and inhibited its biofilm formation. , respectively. What is more, the silk fibroin-Ag nanocomposites could further destroy the maturely biofilm created by methicillin-resistant S. aureus, which can be developed as an efficient antibacterial and biofilm-disrupting agent to satisfy the clinical requirements.
There are few reports on antibacterial application of virustemplated or DNA-templated Ag MNMs. Recently, the only report was demonstrated by Yang et al., 121 who demonstrated a high antibacterial activity of TMV-biomediated Ag NPs against E. coli cells, where 2 nm Ag NPs showed better performance than 9 nm ones.
Imaging
Protein-templated noble metal NCs typically possessing sizes below 2 nm are highly attractive fluorescence contrast agents probes for cancer imaging applications due to their low toxicity, bright fluorescence properties, strong stability, as well as the ultrasmall sizes. Many proteins have been employed for preparing metal-protein NCs that maintain the biological function of protein itself, and then they can be used to target specific cells in vitro via conjugation of cancer cell recognized molecules (e.g., folic acid and herceptin). For instance, Retnakumari et al. have successfully used the BSA-templated Au 25 NCs for the oral carcinoma cells and breast adenocarcinoma cell MCF-7 imaging through folic acid receptor targeting. 367 The folic acid conjugated nanocomposites demonstrated no toxicity to the cells and were internalized in a time-dependent manner. It was also found that the internalized Au clusters maintained their bright fluorescence properties in cytosol. The study showed for the first time that the BSA-Au NCs could be used for molecularreceptor-specific detection of cancer, at the single cell level, by fluorescence imaging. Choosing available carriers to develop nuclear delivery and targeting therapeutics strategy is a challenging task in current nanomedicine. BSA-templated Au NCs (2 nm size) are excellent bioimaging agents for nuclear nanomedicine. For instance, Herceptin was conjugated onto BSA-templated Au NCs to form a fluorescence contrast through the EDC linkage (Fig. 25, left) for simultaneous fluorescence imaging and cancer therapy. 368 Single point fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measurements confirmed the presence of Au-NCs-Her in the nucleus of live SK-BR3 cells (Fig. 25, right) . BSA-templated Au NCs conjugated with Herceptin possessed high targeting specificity and nuclear localization ability, with the potential to become an excellent drug carrier to achieve nuclear targeting imaging and therapy of tumor cells.
Very recently, Chen et al. adopted a one-pot synthetic method to prepare BSA-Ce/Au-NCs with dual-emission fluorescence. 369 Interestingly, two fluorescence emission bands at 410 and 650 nm are present under the same excitation wavelength (325 nm), which are pH dependent and independent, respectively. The fluorescence emission band at 410 nm (pH dependent) is due to BSA-Ce complexes, while that at 650 nm (pH independent) could be assigned to Au NCs. The stable and biocompatible BSA-Ce/ Au-NCs could be used as ratiometric probes for monitoring local pH values inside cancer cells. The blue fluorescence at 410 nm became weaker upon decreasing pH values from basic to acidic conditions during incubation with HeLa cells, while the red fluorescence at 650 nm stayed almost unchanged. The dual-emission features of BSA-Ce/Au-NCs enabled the detection of highly reactive oxygen species (ROS) through live cell fluorescence imaging.
Besides the fluorescence imaging in vitro, protein-templated NMs are extremely useful when applied to therapeutics and medical imaging in vivo due to their possibilities for being welldispersed in bodies without aggregation. For example, BAStemplated Au NCs were selected for in vivo tumor imaging research. 370 Studies indicated a high tumor uptake of Au-BSA NCs with excellent contrast from surrounding tissues (Fig. 26) . BSA-templated Au NCs could also be regarded as a very promising contrast imaging agent for in vivo fluorescence tumor imaging. Protein-templated metal NCs were also used as multimodal imaging contrast agents to enhance accuracy in diagnosis. For example, Cai et al. utilized BSA and metal ions to prepare hybrid BSA-Au-gadolinium NCs for triple-modal imaging (near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF), X-ray computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) probes for in vivo tumor-bearing mice. 371 The resulting NCs exhibited ultrasmall particle size, high stability and good biocompatibility. Upon being intravenously injected, the fluorescence, CT, and T1-weighted MRI signal derived from the NCs were all very distinguishable in the tumor region from other tissues, indicating an outstanding targeting ability through the enhanced permeation and retention effect and reduced clearance from View Article Online the tumor. Such prepared ultrasmall NCs are a versatile imaging nanoprobe for tumor diagnosis.
Therapy
Chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery are the main therapeutic modes in clinic. Although these measures can prolong patient lifetime, the effectiveness is still limited in handling cancer metastasis. Since protein-templated MNMs show some unique optical and magnetic properties as well as good biocompatibility, they are regarded as promising candidates for cancer therapy applications. Photothermal therapy (PTT) is a novel cancer therapeutic strategy that normally uses near-infrared (NIR) light absorbing agents to kill cancer cells. PTT exhibited the merits of minimal invasiveness, high specificity and high efficiency as compared to current cancer treatments. Human serum albumin (HAS) covalently linked with diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) molecules were utilised to chelate Gd(III) ions and then complexed with IR825 (a near-infrared dye) to form HAS-Gd-IR825 nanocomposites. 369 As-prepared products exhibited a strong fluorescence together with high near-infrared (NIR) absorbance and high photothermal conversion efficiency at 808 nm laser irradiation. Meanwhile, it could act as both a fluorescence and magnetic resonance (MT) imaging agent to carry out dual-modal imaging guided PPT. Prior to PTT, the standard methyl thiazolyltetrazolium (MTT) assay based on 4T1 cancer cells was tested, indicating no obvious dark cytotoxicity of HSA-Gd-IR825 even at high protein concentrations (up to 30 mM). The temperatures of their sentinel lymph node (SLNs) reaches up 55 1C for mice with HAS-Gd-IR825 injection in vivo for 10 min (0.8 W cm À2 ), which is high enough to carry out efficient photothermal ablation of cancer cells inside. The increased photon absorption of high atomic number (Z) materials at kilovoltage (kV p ) could augment the efficacy of current radiotherapy. Due to the high atomic number and excellent biocompatibility, protein-templated Ag (Z = 47) and Au (Z = 79) MNMs may become promising radiosensitising agents for cancer treatment. For example, Huang et al. synthesized BSA-conjugated Ag microspheres (ca. 200 nm in diameter) via one-pot reaction in the aqueous phase at room temperature. 223 As-prepared products exhibited good stability and biocompatibility. To gastric cancer cells (MGC803 cells), MTT assays exhibited no cytoxicity in the concentration range of 0-50 mg mL
À1
BSA-Ag microspheres. Radio sensitization assay showed that BSAconjugated Ag microspheres could enhance the radiosensitivity of gastric cancer cells, presenting a dose-dependent cytotoxicity. The protein-templated MNMs might be employed as a novel type of sensitizers when combined with anticancer drugs to play a synergistic killing effect of cancer cells, further improving the healing outcomes of radio-based cancer therapy. Nanoparticulate delivery systems are also being actively investigated as a novel drug delivery strategy in pharmaceutic research. Protein-templated MNMs can serve as potent and versatile carriers for drug targeting therapy and improving pharmacokinetic profiles. Yao et al. in situ prepared Au NPsloaded lysozyme-dextran nanogels having a size of ca. 200 nm and a structure comprising of a lysozyme core and dextran shell. 372 Au NPs (ca. 8 nm) were embedded in the nanogels and stable under physiological conditions. The hybrid materials exhibited almost no inhibition effect on cell proliferation (two cancer cell lines and one normal cell line) after 72 h of incubation, with Au NP concentrations ranging from 1 to 50 mg mL À1 which revealed a good biocompatibility. Doxorubicin was loaded into the nanogels, accumulated in the tumor via EPR effect to reduce the toxic effects and was released inside the cells to enhance the antitumor activity. Such prepared hybrid nanogels may be a promising system for simultaneous drug delivery and imaging applications. BSA has long been used for improving the stability, nonimmunogenicity, biocompability, biodegradability and pharmacokinetic profile of many therapeutic drugs. BSA-templated MNMs have been used as a multifunctional drug carrier for cancer therapy. For example, Prasad et al. in situ synthesized BSA-capped Au NPs to carry anticancer drug methotrexate (MTX) for breast cancer cell (MCF-7) therapy. BSA capped Au NPs (Au-BSA) possessed superior stability against varying pH and salt concentrations, providing a robust and monodisperse vehicle to load large quantities of MTX. In addition, BSA also afforded abundant functional groups to bind drug molecules, as well as high delivery abilities into cancerous cells. MTT assays and Ki-67 proliferation studies indicated that bare Au-BSA had no effect on cell viability at increasing concentration even after 72 h of incubation. However, Au-BSA-MTX composites showed a higher cytotoxicity on MCF-7 cells at the same dose as compared to free MTX, revealing their excellent anticancer effect. 373 
Others
Bio-inspired MNMs have interesting properties and may find myriad potential applications. Due to limited page space, some recent examples are given in this subsection to elucidate other applications of bio-inspired MNMs. For instance, bio-inspired 1D assemblies of MNMs may act as excellent conductive materials. Bio-inspired MNMs can therefore find application as conductive materials in electronic devices, e.g. the conductive hybrid nanobiomaterials derived from viral assemblies 374 and DNA-templated NWs from metals. 375 Another interesting application is related to microwave absorption, demonstrated by size-controllable Ag NPs synthesized using bayberry application of tannin (BT) grafted collagen fiber (CF). 376 The weight of Ag-NPs-BT@CF composites was only 1/10-1/5 as compared to those inorganic wave-absorbing materials with similar thickness. 376 All in all, there are many other applications that have emerged or are going to emerge with the rapid development of bio-inspired synthesis in the near future. We envisage that an increasing number of efforts will be devoted to applications of bio-inspired MNMs.
Conclusions and prospects
This contribution was aimed to provide a comprehensive overview on the possibilities, potential and exciting applications of bio-inspired MNMs synthesized using various methods. Recent advances in the bio-inspired synthesis of metal NMs pointed out that a good number of bio-candidates (microorganisms, viruses, plants, proteins and DNA) could provide a unique versatility with a wide range of bio-templating systems and innovative protocols aimed to a careful control of critical parameters in NP growth such as morphology, size and assembly of bio-MNMs and derived super-structures. Important advantages of these protocols include the use of mild synthetic conditions, environmentally friendly and biocompatible substrates, avoidance of any auxiliary capping agents and/or in certain cases minor quantities of reducing agents, offering an attractive and increasingly sustainable alternative to NP syntheses using pure physical/ chemical synthesis. In some cases, innovative MNMs with interesting shapes and assembled structures can be simply synthesized under bio-inspired conditions, which are challenging/not possible to obtain via conventional physical and chemical methods. The applications of various MNMs were also discussed in detail in this contribution, illustrated in a number of key examples in different areas including catalysis, sensing, imaging, antimicrobial, therapy and many others. As alternatives to conventional inorganic supports, bio-inspired candidates are also able to support highly dispersed metal NPs through bio-inspired synthesis, resulting in useful bio-metal nanocomposites. On the one hand, bio-metal nanocomposites possess easy separation and recovery, which may be reusable in some applications especially in catalysis. Particularly, a strong interaction exists between bio-support and metal NPs which can provide access to highly active and durable metal catalysts. In some other cases, the biocompatibility of bio-templated MNMs can offer interesting applications in biomedicine and related fields in which the utilization of designer nanoentities prepared under physico-chemical methods is restricted. Furthermore, innovative protocols for the design of MNMs can lead to an increasing number of possibilities due to the excellent properties of NPs (e.g. plasmon resonance) and bio-derived origin (i.e. cancer treatment, tissue engineering, etc.). On the basis of the above premises, bio-inspired synthetic protocols have a significant potential to be extended to the preparation of related NMs (even oxides) from a fundamental understanding of the synthetic methodologies and properties of as-obtained MNMs. A number of opportunities and challenges are present in both fundamental and applied frontiers of MNMs bio-inspired syntheses waiting for further development in the field. Various possibilities lie ahead for the different types of biotemplating systems. As far as microorganisms are concerned, the most important challenge relates to the complex and yet not well understood enzymatic reduction to NPs as compared to the more simple and generally agreed mechanism of non-enzymatic reduction. Pure microbial syntheses (without auxiliary reductants and electron donors) to design bimetallic or trimetallic NMs as well as hybrid NMs comprising metal and metal oxides/sulfides also remain a significant challenge in the area that requires further investigation. Of interest is also the versatile and flexible nature of cell-free extracts in MNM synthesis, with a remarkable potential in appropriate combination with conventional or new techniques to provide access to interesting and novel MNMs and applications.
Virus-templated synthesis can also offer relevant possibilities for designing advanced MNMs. The use of several types of WT viruses and modifications in capsids were sound approaches to improve metallization efficiencies. In this way, particle sizes, patterns, metal loadings as well as the development of metalvirus superstructures could be effectively controlled. Simpler approaches to genetic and chemical modification of WT viruses as well as hierarchical assembly of viruses (followed by in situ metallization) are envisaged as key areas for further research endeavours in order to provide an effective metallization as well as advanced and innovative nano-biocomposites for various applications. Live plants have been the subject of scientific studies to be employed in the preparation of matrix-embedded MNMs with potential applications. The identification of complex biomolecules, i.e. reductive and protecting agents, and their roles in shaping MNMs with different morphologies are essential to better understand the formation mechanism of MNMs. Furthermore, a better understanding of the roles of biological residues in processes (i.e. catalytic reaction) and interaction between metal NPs and support can facilitate the design of increasingly efficient bio-MNM materials in the future. Catalytic applications of well-dispersed MNMs prepared via reduction with plant extracts were extensively discussed in this contribution. For some catalytic reactions (e.g. epoxidation of propene, solvent-free oxidation of benzyl alcohol), the catalysts show excellent catalytic performance superior to those prepared by conventional chemical reduction. Plant-matrix-embedded MNMs have a remarkable potential in environmental treatment and fine chemical synthesis and consequently more research efforts should continue in this area. However, there is plenty of room for further investigation and advances in the field related to the effect of catalyst post-treatment, phases and impurities, etc., considering the trade-off between catalytic activity and stability. Furthermore, the illustrated continuous-flow biosynthesis of MNMs clearly exemplifies the versatility in uses of plant extracts and possibilities for being combined with other techniques for innovation in the preparation of MNMs.
Protein-templated MNMs (e.g. BSA as the model protein) were also discussed as an interesting alternative for the facile ''bottom-up'' synthesis of MNMs with tunable sizes and shapes. More proteins are expected to be able to continue and further expand the functions of BSA in the future, offering binding, catalytic or therapeutic properties due to their different functions. Alternatively, proteins can also be only passively utilized as inert coating or scaffolding material to design innovative MNMs and/or assemblies. Despite the significant potential in this area, a major concern of protein-templated MNMs relates to potential losses of activities due to chelation, reduction, unfolding, denaturation or blocking of an active site with the protein being initially attached to MNMs. Properties of MNMs (i.e. optical, magnetic, catalytic and electrochemical) may also be affected by the presence of such proteins. The design and preparation of multifunctional MNMs based on proteins as templates consequently require a careful control and consideration of reaction conditions including temperature, pH, stoichiometry and time for a rational system design. In any case, working with proteins requires a significant body of work (currently insufficient) to systematically investigate and elucidate the interactions between metal ions and proteins, conformational and functional changes of proteins, etc. Furthermore, the relationship between protein structure and MNM structure need to be thoroughly clarified. In addition, in vivo toxicity assays are still deficient although the majority of protein-templated MNMs exhibit excellent biocompatibility in vitro various cellular models. Long-term exposure effects on experimental animals and environment microorganisms, an accurate tissue localization and bio-distribution, as well as a detailed pharmacokinetics need to be further investigated as nanotoxicology is closely related to sizes, shapes, surface charges, and coatings of protein-templated MNMs. Future work may also be directed towards the rational design and precise control of compositions and structures of MNMs via protein engineering and computer simulation.
Last but not least, the inherent physico-chemical properties of DNA make it an excellent biotemplate for NP self-assembly. DNA-conjugated metal NPs with different sizes and wellorganized architectures were reported to exhibit promising application in SERS, catalysis and sensors. Further research can predictably be directed towards the design of MNMs with more diversified and specific structures based on the rapid developments in DNA technology. Currently, one of the main problems for the synthesis of DNA-templated MNMs is the low yield of synthesized nanostructures, also requiring complex protocols and work-up which involve high costs. These issues deeply influenced DNA-templated NMs production and subsequent applications. Yield improvements and simplification of synthetic protocols will be key research aspects for further advances in the future.
In spite of the challenges and current shortcomings of some bio-inpired protocols for the design and development of MNMs, this contribution clearly illustrates the potential and identified a number of research avenues for conducting further research to advance the field in the coming years which will certainly contribute to position some of the discussed bio-synthetic protocols as suitable practical alternatives to current physico-chemical methods for MNM preparation for a more sustainable future. Research efforts must be redoubled to better understand the essential interactions, mechanisms and procedures in the bio-design of MNMs which we hope can lead us to the next generation of bio-compatible NMs for advanced applications.
